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We wish to call the Special Attention
15 lat ' wagons, Daggio:
Guaranteed to
Blount's True-Blue Cast Steel Plows,
South Bend Chilled Plows,
Hellman's
of Farmers. to our
be First






Steel and Chilled Plows.
NOTICE.
The world renowned Deering Giant Mow-
era cutting 5, 6 and 7 feet. The cheapest told










Many and Wagon Harness,
Saddles and BrI






























We defy any implement house In the United States. to b
est the above line of goods,
Nude close to home, and we keep a full stock of repairs fo
r all. We must cordially invite
yoa to call sad sse us. Most Respeetfully,
FORBES & BRO
TAXI TO ALL.
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1111 anasesses ; sena Address
aut • MUM. Lament& Iv
Drunkennessor the Leaser Habit, Positively Cured
N. MKS' MINN 212211-11
N apt se phis a cep et case or Nes. sr lama
:salsa este without the knowledge i.f the pet.
tea taking it; It is absolutely barnslese will
•feet a permanent and speedy cure, whether
am patient is a moderate drinker or an alreholie
wroldt. IT maven eAu.a, GUARANTF gc.sre In Weary fillgance. 48 page 1/0•1
anCIFIC ego I Cisslessa I
Address neetnel
Unprecedented Attraction!
ER A MILLION DISTRIBUTED.
. • •
101 I hilli itate Lottery Comp'y.
Incorporated by t I itlac .alt.s.atti re In Deis, for
Educational and Charitable purposes, and its
franehise !mule a part of the pre,wlit State
Constitution, in IS:14, by an oven% belittling
popular vi 00.
M.A.MMtall DRAWINGS take place
Semi-Annually, .June anti Deeentber.) and
its GRAND SINGLE NUNIBER DRAW-
INGS take place in each of thisnher ,tell
months of the year. and are aildrawn in
public. at the Academy of Musie.New 01-
leans,
i F. ED F OR TWENTY YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drawings, anti
Prompt Payment of l'rizes,
Attested as follows:
"We do hereby eert Ity t hat we superv the
arrangements tor ail ?tie thly od Semi-
Attune; Drawings of The Louisiana State Lot-
tery Company, end peraon manage and
control the Drawings themselves. /4 nd that
the SIMI.' llre contlueird with honesty. fair-
ness. and in good faith toward ail parties, and
we authorize the Company* to use this certifi-
cate. with fee-slmlles of our signatures at-
tached in its nib ertls..inento."
Commtssioners.
We the uniteirgheil Banks and Bankers
will pay Pri re drawn It. The Louisiana
State Lotteries wnich may be premented at
our counters.
R. N. WALmat.stv, Pres. Louisiana Net. Bk.
PIERRE Pres. State Nat'l Bk.
A. BA Lriw re, Pres: New t Bk.
CARL Kona, Pres. Una National Bank.
Grand Monthly Prawing,
At the Aendemy of Music. New Orleans,
Tuesday, April 15,
CAPITAL PRIZE $300.000.
l0,00U Tickets at i20; Halves 8111: quarters
ai; Tenths 52; Twentieths 21.
LIST OF PRIZES.
1 PRIZE OF Pia 1100 14 8,111 000
1 " Of 1110,1110 is.
I " of 50,takt .... .111,0111 1
1 " Of 25:1810 is  2..1,0U0
2 PRIZES of teem are . :stele
of .5,1sle are 2.5.000
2.5 " of 1010 are
ita •• of ao are. .
sue of 110 are ..... Wane
• " of 2110 are . 100,000'
APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
Prizes of Viontre  ft0.0110
100 " ef ;Indere . . 110.000
150 " of 2ou are    20,00O
TERMINAL PRIEES.
"  
9119 "' 100 are   lat,tone
2.1:11 PriZeS. amounting to  $1.1214,741110
NoTr..-Tiekets drawl:it Capital Prizes are
not entitled to terminal Prize.•.
AGENTS WANTED.
--
‘1.-Foit CLUE RATES, or any further in-
formation desired. write legibly to the under-
signed, clearly stating your residence, with
State, Coenty, Street and Number. More
rapid return mail delivery will he assured lo
yonr enelosIbe, an Envelope bearing your full
ad. I reas.
IMPORTA T.
Address M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN •
Washington, D.C.
By orJi miry letter, contabling Money Order
issued by all•Express Companies. New York
Exchange, Draft or Postal Note.
ADDRESM itconarr KED Lei-Teas ( oN7Ans-
I SO l'1.71112ENCY
NEW ORLEANS NATIoNAL BANK,
New Orleans, La.
"RF.MEM BR. that the payment of Prizes
is GUARANTEED BY FOCH NATIONAL
RANKS of New t Wean's, and theTirkett. are
signest hy the President of an Institutiiin,
whine chartered rights are recognized In the
highest Courts; therefore. kiewareof all imita-
tions or anonymous schemee."
ONE DOLLAR is the price of the smallest
part or fraction of a Tieket BY CS
n any Drawing. A nvthing In our nsme of-
erred tor less than a Yloilar IP u swindle.
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
ATTEND THE
Of Kentnelsy tInivervdty, LEIINGT011,
it. iv. Corner IIN and UPPER Streets.,
opposite Vernet Ilioure.
WILBUR R. SMITH, PRES.DENT.
C.7- cheapest, itest s-at tl•gh‘st Reoror4 College,
w . k . 2. g•i•s., • Is • r ••••••••• ••••• • •  • • ts• Gold
V- lid 1.1 1/1.4 ,,er 14....-hr. zoosoto...ilawiend Roamer
EdwelliGionS. 31.4% Isiti Is•ft• att.e
lei.e p••2 year,
al ethate4„,se4 1111.0.41 Readaase•
&oases, VI Teee4•••••••••.••••••••1. Ra.I•or Can
na oraidata
N••••• 1•••• ••• le TI•••0. • • •••• awls. Pros•aara1P. e.ss.wwels1
Lsw. 11,4,1s. •L•Isa: Raskin,. J.Oor /W.A. leso•Noturisi
g,
Seremeic• er...telene•
red sr rs it s•heres earerse I .14414e Titheirs etarroarry
ar• . ••••••• Am*. Phort• Ruud. Type.
%Ads,. • • J-tressay
••• Ist,••• 0.•••s• • • rots the I....
thee.. e, ••• tar Lodi,. .issiered.
try 41141441-iaSSASS.Sis
••••• is -2 sa.1 Paa,o•saltioolbara tame Iliene,W1P12,1.2.411-
1,41•eit :a• ao4 Poelloora reareeoll roar ear•
11.1• • Alt•••••••••`IS. MR he lied. wit\ 11.1144.s4 Cow,
raw-. 1-• •-lress *all. res. sss•••4 1204 blame No ow*.
•••••• Gra 1.•••• e---f-e.« eireillae•
k. • •• WILBUR R. SMITE. Per• Lezi.gs... 14.
Littell's Livirg Ate.
Jan. I, lea, The Living Age enters upon Its
114 volume.
Approved in the outset by Judge Story.
Chancellor Kent, President Adams, blotto-
nails Sparks, Preseott, Ticknor, Beneroft,
and molly others. It has met with constant
commendation and success
A weekly insigazitie, it gives more than
three mid a quarter thoanoind utile-v-01nm n
octavo pages of reading-m.0er yearly; and
presents. v Ilk a conibined !reshot &sand com-
p! teneits nowhere else attempted.
The beet (-satyr, rea lea's, criticisms, tales,
sketches of travel and discovery, poetry,
scientific. blographicill. historical and po-
litical information, from the entire body of
foreign periodieal literature.
It Is therefore invaluable to every A nierican
reader. as the only satisfactorily fresh and
complete 12011101st Ion of an 1milspentuible
current. literature-indispenaable because it
embrace,. the pnaluct Ion of the ablest living
writer* In all branches of literature, wiener.
polities and art.
()PIN It /NS.
"There is no other publication of its kind
so general In Its bearing and covering the en-
t ire 11.-Jd of literature. art anti science, and
bringing between the same covers the ripead,
richest thoughts tend the latest results of the
time In hleh we liv«. No one VI110 values
Jul intelligent apprehension of the /rend of
the times can afford to do without R."-
Christian at Work, New York.
"Certain it is 11104 11-1 other magazine ran
take its place In "nab' lug the busy reader to
keep up with cut rent I 'tend u re."-Episcopal
Recorder, Ptilitulelphia.
"It is one of the few periodicals which seem
Indispensable. It contains nearly al the
good literature of the ttme."-Ttle Church-
man, New York.
-Biography. nett, n, seivnee, enticistn, his-
tory, poetry. travels. whatever n en are In
Wrested in, are all found here."-The Watch-
man, Booton.
"The foremost writers of the t tne are rep-
resentet1 0111114 pages. It is in the quantity
and value of its content. facile princepm."-
Presbyterian Banner, Pittsburgh.
"For the man who tries to he truly conver-
emit with the very best literature of thls and
other countries, It is thilispenaabl,•.'%-tsentral
lbsptlit. St Louis.
"To have The Living Age is to hold the
Itevw tit the entire world of thought, / /alert-
tide investigation, pmyehohatieal research,
critical note. of poetry and ,e."
Um Evening Traveller
-No better outlay er money can be made
than In sudscrIbing for The Living Age."-
Hartford Courant.
"For then ..... unt of reading matter min-
t/tined the imbeeription is retry:10y low."-
Christian Advomite, Nashville.
"Nearly the whole world of authors slid
wrItera appear in It in their best moode"-
Roston Journal.
"It may be tru.hfullv and cordially maid
t hat It never offers a dry or valueleas mtge."-
New York Tribune.
"It furnishes. a complete compilation of
an indispensable iteratuie."-Chlesigo Even-
ing Journa'.
"It enables' Its readers to keep fully rthresial
of the rest t houti lot and literature of thiV111Z/th
tIon."---1.11rIst Ian Advocate, Pittsburgh.
"In this weekly magazine the realer findv
all that is worth knowing in the realm of
curregi literature. It is indispensable."-
Caned% Presbyterian, Toni, to. -
Published weekly at 2?..o.- a year, free of
postage; or for 510 :in. Livine Age and
any OM` of the American 21 monthlies (or
Harper's weekly or Bazar) will Ite sent for 11
year, postpaid; or, for 01.50, The Living Age
•nd Serihner•s Magazine or Die St Nicholas
Now is the time to isultaci.e, beginning
with the New Year.
Address, .LirraLL Boston.
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„....-7"157> ▪ the "Co." in the
• ' firm of Harkness,
C-(t4's>. 
le-on k Co., in
Sansotne st reet,
appeared at the
office with a very
te.usual expression on his face. Hark-
nese. who was an affable, kindly inan,
noticed it, and asked whether he was
not feeling very much out of sorts that
morning. It did not escape Lyon, the
practiral managing head of the firm,
who ventured the remark that Rogers
evidently had something on his mind.
The bookkeepers, who were accustomed
to work under Mr. Rogers' direction,
commented upon it at noon to one an-
other, and decided that something very
queer must have happened to affect him
so doellly. •
The something very queer which had
upeet the tnatter-of-fact intellect of Clark
Rivers, and had brought the strained,
bewildered look upon his face, was a let-
ter which the poetman had delivered at
his bachelor apartments that morning.
With the reading of that letter a com-
plete revolution had taken place in his
mind. For the first time in his life of
forty-fire years he was brought face to
face with something for which he could
find no coneeivable explanation. Here-
tofore no peel:dem had ever presented it-
self te which his plain common sense
wee not equal. Being now suddenly
thrown from the regular orbit which he
was accustomed to traverse, the neult
was something ery tile a panic.
The strange thing concerning this let-
ter, which had come regularly through
the mail and hose the San Francisco
postmark of the preceding day, was
that it came from a dead man. That
Howard Russell was dead there could
be no doubt, for nearly twenty years be-
fore Rogers himself had helped to carry
his body to the grace. They had been
friends during their boyhood and youth
in a decaying New England town. OD
the °thew hand, there seemed to be no
poesible delfot that this letter was from
Howard Russell. It was signed with his
name. was written unmistakably in his
hand. and contained references to things
of which no ono else could know. After
a strained effort to aceount for it all, Mr.
Rogers read and re-read the letter, ex-
perieneing as he (lid so a queer sensatiten
of mental numbness. The letter ran as
1;"1%•es es' mem --You are doubtleaa astonished
to receive a letter in my handwnting, and are
entier.v.iring ax-ount for it. For many
years I Wive been wishing and striving to cstm-
municate with you. mid at last I hats found •
batman nisch:nu through whom I ean reach yott
his heed wail's! by mine wntes you. and his body
balk) by niy sou: can speak the message I sista to
Vend. I knovr that this Ls all out of the range of
beict Experience has never revealed to
you the pceability of the return of a human Bout
to the esrt.lr attc.. he departure from the body.
see you te believe nothing, only to listen. It is
boss:Jar/ that you should understand that It is
Howard Itawwil who writes this letter: therefore.
I will remind yo., of the pledge which I gave you
when you' talked with me alone • few houre before
my death, that I would return to warn you if I
foresaw any calamity to your life. I n ill remind
you. too, of lie October afternoon when westroffed
together thrssigh the woods and talked of Mary
and sekinnly agreed to remain fnendm whichever
of us she rnigitt accept. 111 this sufficient? ann
yeti Imagine that any one the. should know of
the"It lettf,');t"heiturr.neebeak  of? most etas I wise to COMO
to speak to you, and beciolse of the love which
you oncii ts:,r, her you aro bound t•i listed On
lase mcniag of the day when you real this letter
you will ri:vi yourself detained at the offfoe by
=raddled work. 't here will come to you • man
who w:11 give his name as Czunpion, and will offer
to speck tny words. You shall listen to hire,
learn yotir destiny, and act upon the advits3which
le tendared. let not your disbelief in the pied-
billty of Ills eloas your ears to the truth With.
hold ludgynent for the preeent, but listen faith-
fully to thy massage.
Tax tirterr or Howsno Rtmexu...
Now, had any one of Clark Rogers'
friends, who were wont te admire the
cool, ptactical way in which he took the
affairs of life, related such an occurrence
to him, he would have been at no Ices for
an explanation. "Sonic enterprisirtg
swindler," he would have declared,
"who happened to have learned these
facts about you, imitates the dead man's
hand writing in tho hope of getting you
to pay for further disclosures." Yet, now
that the case was of his own experience,
this explanation was dismissed almost
without a hearing. For a time his
thoughts continued to grope about blind-
ly, striving to grasp anything by which
they could find their way back to light.
There seemed to be nothing within reach,
and for once hopeless amazement ruled
in his mind.
As Mr. Clark Rogers had no rela-
tives, ho Proposed to leave hia prop-
erty to his sister's son, a young man
of considerable business promise, who
lived it a city of the middle west. Such
a life was without perplexities of any
sort, and tended to make harder to bear
anything strange or unexpected which
cants to pass.
For those reasons, therefore, the face
of tlark Regent wore the troubled look
which had attracted the notice of his
partners and the clerks. The letter had
advised hlm to suspend judgment until
he should hare further evidence, and in
the effort to accomplish this lie found
himself unable to keep his thoughts upon
his work during the day. Had he been
able to offer himself any explanation
whatever, he might have dismissed the
question from his mind, but in default
of that it constantly returned to torment
him. Pretently a curioue desire to see
the conclusion of the affair took posses-
sion of him, and lie began to wonder
whether the alleged "medium" would
put in an appearance.
At about 9 o'clock that evening Mr.
Rogers sat alone ie his private office at
the front end of the building on Season's
street. To thesrear, beyond the laby-
rinth of tables and showcases, were the
glass compartments where a kw book-
keepers went Mill at work. Intent upon
finishing the deems which he had left
undone during the day, Raves was
bending over the paper on his desk. The
room was lighted dimly by an argand
gas lamp. When at last lie looked up,
lie discovered that he watt no longer
alone, but that a tall man, dressed in a
shabby suit of black cloth, was standing
near hiei Ile haat enteree unnoticed,
although both the street and office doors
were closed. Ilisarms were ?flitted, and
front under the brim of his black slouch
hat a pair of great. deep set eyes looked
down upon the merchant.
"Good evening," said ho, when Rogers
looked up; "my name is Campion."
"How did you get in?" asked Rogers,
in a startled tone.
"The doors open quietly, and you were
inuch absorbed in your work," tho lean
answered.
As it became more evident that his
strange visitor was flesh and blood, and
not some unearthly being. Mr. Rogers'
eallutness returned. lie motioned the
man to a seat opposite to himself in front
of the desk, and, for a minute, looked
intently at his face as the light fell on it
from the gas lamp. The tuediuni'd feat-
ures were large and etriking, and of a
waxy paleness.
Presently, when Mr. Rogers felt his
self control sufficiently established to
speak, he said: "Well, sir, what is your
business with me?"
"I do not know," answered the man.
His method of speaking was quite as
strange as his atipearance. lie spoke
slowly, yet each avntence seemed to come
at," yboreuatdho.
not know! Then what did
you come for?"
The man passed hie hand wearily over
his eyes.
"Because I was compelled to come.
For several days I have been hunted by a
spirit that would give me no rest until I
had cornruunicated his meseage to you.
Yesterday I wrote you from him the let-
ter, which I saw you receive, and which
has been in your mind during all the day.
You are so constituted as to be unable to
bear* what I say, so I need not trouble
myeelf to assure you that I did not even
kgpw what thee lett,/ o_putained,  just a/
I do not know now what! am desrtnea to
say tO you, anti cannot retell it when t lie
sp,i‘rsitishegroen,e,,
terrupted Rogers. sternly,
"I am prepared to listen to what you
have to communicate to me, fur in some
mysterious way you seem to be speaking
for a dead mai, that I once knew. I will
pay whatever fee is necessary, but do not
try to make me believe what I know to
be false."
The man shook his head.
-There will be no fee," said lie.
"Very well, then," said the merchant,
"1 am prepared to listen to you."
There were a few minutes of silence.
Rogers had pushed his chair back until
he was out of the light of the lamp and
several yards distant from Ilia visitor.
The latter sat' inotioeless as it statue, his
eyes fastened upon a awe in the wall.
Presently his pale features began to
twitch nervously. but he del not speak.
Ilis hands were clasped with an energy
which denoted great mental strain. His
breath canto tn long sighs or in short,
agat
sOps11.Ce he turned his great eyes
upon Rogers and began to speak, and at
the first word the merchant started as if
be had received a painful shock, for he
heard again the sound of a voice stilled
fur many years in deeth.
"Clark, I need not len you who it /.3
that speaks to you, for you recognize me
by my voice. Believe me, I am sorry to
have given you slits shock, but it was
needed that you should know what is
soon to come to pass. A calamity Is
about to happen to you, of which I must
give you warning for the sake of the wo-
man whom we once both loved. In the
selfish life that you are leading it is many
years sitlee you evenehought of Mary.
she is happy or w etched, although at
You have not carer-Yu learn whether
one time she was to have been your wife.
You knew that she was now a widow,
but how she has maintained herself and
her children you have not asked. In
your narrow and severe way you have
always blamed her for the separation
which your neglect and coldness forced
her to bring about. When she married
you dismissed her from your thoughta
as having been unworthy of you. You
are as selfish and as unfeeling now as
you were when by your superior strength
of will you compelled me to give her up.
"For years I have seen the woman I
loved suffering from poverty and hard-
ship, and have longed to help her. I
knew that it was idlu to communicate
with you, for she is too mood to accept
the slightest benefit from you while you
aro still alive. Events have at Lest taken
a turn which puts it in your power to
offer her assistance that she will not re-
fuse.
"Clark Rogers, I come to warn you
that the day of your death is at hand; it
is not a nuanth away, it is scarcely more
than a week. The will which you had
drawn up three ymrs ago leaves the
bulk of your property to your nephew.
Within three days you will receive in-
formation through the newspapers of
his betrayal of the trust imposed in him,
and of his disgraceful flight. When you
frame a new testament-and see that
you do not delay in doing eo-remember
the woman whose life was rendered
miserable by your selfish neglect. The
money which you had intended to leave
to your sister's unworthy son will go to
repair the wrong which you wrought
fifteen years ago. It will enable one of
the noblest and truest women who ever
lived to educate her children and spend
the remainder of her life in peace and
comfort, blessing your memory after you
are dead."
The voice ceased, but the stranger sat
with parted lips and dilated eyes steadily
gazing at the listener. From the first,
Rogers had nerved himself to meet some
sort et a shock, but the sound of the dead
voice, the memory of a forgotten lore
and the reference to his own death de-
priced him for a time of the self control
which was characteristic of him.
Gradually, however, he recovered him-
self, anti determined that whatever in-
ternal misgivings might beset hint he
would put on a bold front to this man.
whenu lie believed to be an impostor.
After a few moments of silence he said,
with apparent unconcern: "It is evident,
whoever you are, that you know much
about Howard Russell and myself, yet I
am in nit was- affected by the pietended
messages which you deliver. rd. not
believe in them at all. As to your effort
to excite my fears by predicting my
death, it will avail nothing. I am in too
good health to allow my spirita to be
touched by superstitious dread of such
all event."
"As to your health. it is by no means
what you believe it to be. On the day
after to-morrow, as you sit down at your
dealt in the afternoon, you will expe-
rience a sudden fluttering of the tweet,
followed by a strange feeling in the
arteries. This will be repeated at inter-
vals, until you are compelled to consult
a physician. I see you with him now.
Ile is a /then man, with bristling eye-
brows and a gray mustaehe."
"My physician hese long black beard,"
said Regers,
"The one you-.will consult has not.
However, yoeir dtatth is not to be the re-
suit of illness. for I can see you a short
time before the occurrence, and you are
then a robust man, a little pale, but in
good health."
"Since you can tell so much," said the
merchant, "why do you not reveal it all
to me, how and when my death is to
tak-eI Pulial(l'eterll you all that I can see," an-
awerel the clairvoyant. "You are be-
fore my eyes now, with death but a few
moments away. You stand in a small
room with white wooden walls. It re-
sembles, in sonic degree, a seeteroom in
an ocean steamer, save that it has a desk
in it. You are looking at the calendar
which hangs beside the mirror. It bears
the date the twenty-sixth, and two lines
from Swinblinie, which you read. Yes,
it is ou shiplx,ard, for now there rings
an alarm of tire, and I hear the riething
of many feet; then tho vision Wee
away."
-me twenty-sixth is very soon, and I
never go to sea."
"It will happen as I narrate. To-luor-
row word a-ill come to the firm of which
you are a member, calling for your tees-
ence at some distant point. It will be
put off for a time. but ono week from to-
day you will leave the city by boar_
"One-week!" cried out Rogers, starting
tip from Ilia chair; "why, you clumsy
blunderer, you stupid humbug! Don't
vo.itibpsar7, your story does nbt bang to-
ne stranger sprang up, pressing lea
thin bands to his face. Then lie shook
himself like a dog suddenly awakened
from a sound sleep, and stared blanfily
at the merchant.
"One wswk from today is the twenty--
seventh," exclaimed Rogers, "and I am
to die on the twenty-sixth. I will hear
no more of your nonsense. This is a
little more than I can tolerate."
"I do not understand you," mid the
medium in hie own voice; "I cannot tell
what I have leen saying to you. I do
not even know who spoko through me,
but I seem to remember that it was your
friend.",
Clark Rogers surveol his visitor for a
moment with immeasurable contempt.
The inan's apparent confusion and his
palpable error had snapped the thread by
which he held his listener. Rogers, sud-
denly Convinced that his understanding
had been led into some sort of an ambieth
and then overpowered, turned in fury
upon the agent of the deceit.
"You may go," beheld, rest in g
himself with difficulty; "if your purpoee
was to astonish me, I admit that you
have succeeded. If you hoped to make
tne believe that you were in cotumuni•
cation with the dead, you have failed.
And if you ever again venture, by letter
or otherwise, to profane the memory ef
my friend, I will have you hunted down
by the police aa a swindling scoundrel."
The stranger was standing near the
door of the office. Slowly he raieed his
arm and pointed his bony index finger
at Rogers.
"Remember!" said lie.
In another instant he was gone. Rog-
ers mized his pen and began to work on
the books which were lying before him,
noting down the results of hie calcula-
tions on a sheet of paper. Frequently
he daahed his pen through what he. hal_
written and began again. lie noticee
that his hand trembled and that his fin-
gers with difficulty directed the pen
aright, but this lie Rammed himself was
the result of intense anger. lie under-
stood that lie bad for a time lost control
of himself. and had yielded to what he
knew must be superstition, but lie was
firmly resolved that this should not hap-
pen again. Thereupon was begun a
struggle between the will power and the
natural feelings of Clark Rogers, totally
destructive to his peace of mind.
The next day, when the firm assem-
bled, as was their custom, to talk over
the morning's mail, the senior partner,
Mr. Harknes.s, remarked upon the worn
and haggard appearance of Mr. Rogers.
"Rogers is working too hard, I think,"
said Lyon; "he ought to take a short va-
cation."
"That is the idea," said Harkness;
"you have not been away for many
months, now. Why don't you take a
little run down to Santa Barbara or Saa
.
Diego by boat? It Is a pleesaut enough
trip if you are not seasick."
Regent started and said, rather test-
ily: ••What in the world put that into
your head? I bate the water, and have
never Men on an ocean boat in my life."
After some little discussioe as to the
comparative merits of seesicknem and
death, the firm began te look over the
letters which the corresponding clerk
had laid out.
Ono of these was from a traveling
agent of the company, whose route lay
in the southern part of the state. It'
contained the information that a cus-
tomer of the finu, who was now stand-
ing on their books for a number of thou-
sands (if dolhirs, had become badly
involved in land speculations, and, it
was believed, was on the point of bank-
ruptcy. If the case were handled care-
fully, the agent considered that most of
the debt could hie realized, but if the
matter was neglected there might be a
considerable hoes.
"One of us must go down to Veallure
immediately and see what can be done,"
said Harkness.
-Without a doubt," said Lyon; "here
Li Rogers' ocean trip all mapped out for
him by fate."
"I ant very busy just now," said Rog-
ers, slowly, and lie began to feel his
heart beat with rapid, ponderous strokes;
"how soon ought I to go?"
Before the answer zame he felt what
it was to he.
••There is no very pressing haste; four
or five days is soon enough; say the
twenty-fifth or the twenty-sixth."
-If I went I shuuld go by land, I
think."
"You can't do that very well at this
season of the year. I notice by the pa-
pers that the Santa Clara is very high,
and the stages run quite irregularly."
"I will not go," said Rogers, bluntly;
"that :a to say." he added, in some coat
fusion. "if either of you gentlemen caa
manage to go in my stead."
"Leave the matter to ine," said Lyon,
good naturedly; "I know the man well
and the place, also. Leave Rogers to his
books."
So the conference ended; although,
after Rogers had left the room, the other
panners commented with surpriao upon
the , veheuteece with which he had
spoken. As for Rogers, lie spent some
thine endeavoring to convince himself
that he would have acted just as lie did,
had the portent of death not been hang-
ing over him. The idea of an ocean trip
was, of course, distaeteful to hint, anti
under any circumstances he would have
stood out against it. If it were absolutely
necessary he could go, but as Lyon was
to attend to the matter, he need give it
no further thought.
For mere than twenty-four hours he
succeeded 5.3 well in this purpose as to
quite surprise himself, for he had begun
to lose confidence in his power over his
thouelits. In the afternoon of the next
day, however, an event occurred which,
again flooded his mind with unwelcome
uaemories. As he started to risefretu his
desk lie felt il sudden faintnese ands vio-
lent fluttering at the heart, succeeded, a
moment later, by a straining throughout
the system and a spasm of pain. He
staggered back into his seat, terribly
frightened. The paroxysm was over in
an instant. and did not return, but the
paleness had not left his features a few
minutes later when the senior partner
entered the room.
Harkness stopped short on seeing
Rogers' face. and said: -My dear fellow,
you positively look ill. I don't like it at
all."
"I am not feeling particularly well,"
assented Rogers. nervously.
"You are over working. Yuu must
take a reel. Now, look here. Lyon hae
not been down today. and Mrs. Lyon has
just called to way that he has another at-
tack of rheumatism, and that it may last
him a week or two. What in the deuce
aro we to do? Some ono must go down
to Ventura. I can't. that is certain. Now,
why don't you go?"
Rogers turned on him and spoke with
almost savage emphasis: "I will go," he
said. and repeated it; "I will go; and it
shall be on the twenty sixth."
Harkness eyed bim for a moment ie
silence. 4
'•You speak in a strange manner," he
said, "as though something were trou-
bling you."
Rogewe drew his hand slowly over his
eyes.
"Several odd things have happened to
me of late," he confessed; "I cannot ex-
plain to you what they were, but they
have tempted me to yield to superstitious
fanciew I suppose such things never
trouble you."
"Often, often," said the senior mem-
ber, dropping into a seat; "but I had im-
agined that you were altogether too
matter-of-faet to be affected by such
fully. For myself, I have been addicted
to that sort of thing so constantly that I
have, at laat, formulated a theory on the
subject. Did I ever mention it to you?
I hold that a superstition positively ex-
ists for you if you believe in it, but if
you repwliate it. it is dead. If you have
the strength of will to go deliberately
and do what the portent, whatever it
may be. warns you against, you are safe
front its influence. If you dodge the
event, ef course you dodge the calamity.
But now, if, beliesing in the danger sig-
nal, you either accidentally or thought-
lesely do what you aro warned against,
then the omen hold's good, because you
still Lelieve irt- it. Do you' catch the
idea?"
"I think I do," answerel Rogers; and
after twine more conversation concern-
ing the affaira of the firm in Ventura,
the partners separated.
It may lute() been the consolation of
Ow Harkness philosophy wisich stole
over the troubled mind of Mr. Clark
Rogers, or it may have been that the
sadden etertion of his a-ill power re-
tetablished his confidence in himself; at
all events, the perturbed condition of
feeling did not return. Twice more the
strange seneations at the heart were ex-
perienced, but although they caused him
anxiety lie was not unnerved, as he had
been upon the first attack. Ile deter-
mined. however, to see a physician. and
learn whether any immediate difficulty
was indicated by these symptowe. So
. 
-01111)1(441y had lie driven Ow ghostly
ulessage from his thought., that he did
not remember that this visit to the doctor
had lits•it predicted, until he stood before
ilie testi- of the laic° in the dusk of the
evening.
Then. es lie rang the bell, a sudden
newt tr seizea him, and for an instant he
felt sick and faint. A moment later he
regained control of himself, and laughed
carelewsly as lie reinembertel how ab-
surdly the medium had failed in his
effort to describe the physician's appear-
ance.
els the doctor in?" he asked of the
servant who ansvvered the bell.
"Step into the office, plertee, and I will
speak to him."
The gas hail not been lighted, and the
office wris quite dark. Mr. Rogers seated
himself near one of the windows, and
presently a man entered at the other
side of the roum whom he did not recog-
nize, but who he saw by his stature could
not be Dr. Bond.
"Excuse lue a moment, until I light
the gas," said a voice, which sounded
Ifamiliarly on his ear; "Dr. Bond is outof the city, Mr. Rogers, but i suppose
you would just am iksc/jult wit/1w.!
As lie spoke the light fhisited up and
he stood revealed, a well known physi-
cian and a member of Rogers' own club;
a short man, with very buehy eyebrows
and a gray mustache.
On the evening of the next day, ea
Mr. liarkneas was dining alone with his
wife, lie remarked to her that Rogers
had received a bad blow that morning.
"Rogers' heir, you know," said he,
e is his sister's son, a young fellow by the
name of Westfall. This morning's pa-
pers contained a dispatch to the effect
that he had committed& serious defalca-
tion, and had bolted for Canada. It is a
terrible affair, and I never saw a man so
completely overcome as Rogers was. He
seemed unable to control himself, and
has (lone nothing but brood over it all
day. lie had some hope that it was
false; but, on teleeraphing for informa-
tion, the reit e • t entirely confirmed.
By a curious comeidence, he went to see
Dr. Griffith last night, who warned him
that there is something the matter with
his heart, end that he had best see to it
that his affairs are all in order. He had
intended to make a new will, and now
this occurrence upsets all his previous
arr"anWhgeomenwtsifi"he leave his money to, do
you suppoee?" asked Mrs. Harkness.
elle told tne who his heir would be,
for the reason that he expects to depend
upon me to carry out the provisions of
the will in case he should die suddenly,
but it was under promise of secrecy.
The person is not a relative. It seems
there was some sort of a youthful roman-
tic.,atHtaamchomtidenrt,
.e.xclaimed the lady; "one
would not suspect it of a man like Mr.
RTheersO; t day the will was drawn and
attested, and a temporary sensation of
relief took imissesaion of the tortured
mine of Clark Rogers. In spite of re-
peated asmurances to the contrary he-bad
come to accept the utterances of the al-
leged spirit as true, and had put into the
will the name of the woman lie had once
promised to marry. Ile endeavored te
make himself believe that he would have
(lone this just the-same had it not been
suggested to him. He had never been
without a suspicion that he had mis-
judged Mary, and this was nothing but
an effort to repair the wrong. Once
more he found distraction in his work,
and for a day thrust away the dread of
what was to come.
It was late in the afternoon of the
twenty-flfth that the panic again seized
him, and the courage with which he had
determined to meet and overthrow hie
superstitious fancies suddenly evaporat-
ed. The succeesion of proofs; rose before
him like the vision of kings to Macbeth.
But one part of the mmeage remained
unfulfilled: that he should go to sea on
the twenty-sixth and there meet his
death. And he was going to meet fate
instead of avoiding the chance of itscon-
summation. No power could carry him
en shipboard if lie refused to eo, and
there was no reason why he should not
delay the proposed voyage. The doctor
had eapecially warnei him to avoid wor-
ry am] excitement. and by deciding to
go on seine other date hecould save him-
self this agitation, foolish it was, te be
sure, but none the leas positive.
He caught eagerly at this comforting
subterfuge and was about to go to the
senior partner, when that gentleman en-
teharned.the room with a newspaper in his
"I say, Rogers." he said, "were you
expecting to go to-morrow?" Then. with-
out waiting fur an answer, he continued:
"Because you are liable to be diaap-
pointed if you are. There is a boat to-
morrow, but I not ice that she does not stop
at Ventura. From your mentioning the
twenty-sixth so positively, I supposed
you had looked it up."
"When does my boat go?"
"On the twenty-seventh. the day after
to-tnorrow. I suppose that will be quite
as couvenient for you?"
Rogers burst into an excited laugh.
eWhat strikes you as so amusing?" in-
quired Harkness.
"To think," laughed Regers, "that I
should have made all my plans to go,
and never looked to see about *the boats.
For some reason or other I had an idea
that mine would leave on the twenty-
hbixsThtdhes; k over his ledgers. Several times
o"ughout the fated day Rogers est at
he etopped, glanced at theclock and thee
at the calendar, and smiled. He was
quite free from excitement now, and en-
tirely lighthearted. The thought of sud-
den death which had flitted through hie
mind at frequent intervals during the
last week was far enough away to be
quite amusing. He was more affable
with his clerks than they had known bim
to be for years.
At 3 o'clock Harkness came into the
office wearing his hat and overcoat.
"Come along with me," he said ; "I am
going on an interesting trip which you
will enjoy. I have some friends among
the officers of the frigate Mohican, which
is lying at anchor in the bay, and I am
going out to be shown about the ship.
They will welcome you, too."
••This is the laet resort of Pate,"
thought Rogers; "how superstition does
insult a man when she has him down."
On the Teeming of the twenty-eeventh •
steamer weut out the Golden Gate with
Clark Rogers as a passenger. The pre-
dicted day of his death had tome and
gone and he was still a sound man, with
prospect of many years of life ahead of
him. The mysterious coincidences had
revealed to hint that strange things
might happen for which he could not ac-
count, but they had stopped short of
more dangerous ground. lie was now
free from the influence of the supersti-
tion, and would soon entirely forget it,
save that at tinies he would perhaps look
beck to laugh at hie unexpected display
of weakness.
Nevertheless, he found himself this
morning subject to a strange sort of de-
prt.e•sion, for which he could not account.
It seemed to have no connection with
the disagreeable thoughts of the past
few days, but was unique and indescrib-
able. Ile wandered about the ship, try-
ing in vain to get away Dieu the diacom-
fort of this new sensation. It was the
reaction, lie told himself, of the straiu
through which he had been pa.ssing.
Once thrown from its balance his mind
would have to be for a time at the mercy
of whatever foolish fancies might seize
upon it.
As he leaned against the rail, a prey
to these moody reflections, borne one
touched his arm, and he turned to dis-
cover a former bookkeeper of the firm,
wearing the cap and uniform of the pur-
ser of the ship.
"Mr. Rogers, I am astonished and de-
lighted to see you, sir." lie said. Never
nhe(mis lti.a14.1atpaltea;te. Twebeliainort (attiaorilty more
which lie returned his former clevr.kit'h:
greeting quite astonished that gentleman.
After they had talked a few minutes,
the purser said: "Won't you come to my
room, Mr. Roger's? It is a cozy little
place. I note* you are not looking well.
It is too chilly for you here, is it not?"
The room was small but pleasant. Mr.
Rogers occupied a chair by the desk,
while the purser sat on the edge of the
bed. The latter was a talkative young
man, who experienced an unusual degree
of pleaeure in meeting as an equal his
old employer, of whom he had ferinerly
stood in great awe. WhOs listening to
his lively prattle, Mr. Rogers' uneasinees
grad"Thuailtlyis avasolairtshoetif .a dangereets trip; de
eget know it?" laid the purser,
-Why, how is that?" inquired the mer-
chant, nervously.
"We are carrying about all the gun-
powder and oil and such combustibles
that the policy will allow. If we should
ebalotcwhufigresknyowairtdw,ould not take long to
Mr. Rogers said but little, not being by
nature a very companionable man. With
the purser it was different; it was not
often that he secured so attentive a lis-
tener as his preeent one.
Te'ryAirtemgy.po,uhegoininqguiredto .stop in Ventura
"No," answered the other.
"Well, you ought to," said the pureer;
"everything is beautiful down there now.
The hills are a velvety green and the
meadows are fairly carpeted with wild
flowers. Spring begins • little earlier
wthaneu underit doesip.above, and it is already
For winters rains *ad ruins are (wee
Anal all We season of snows and sow
I suppose you do not care much for
poetry, but I am very food of it. and try
to commit some to memory every day;
to use for quotations, you know. Those
lines are from Swink' me."
"Swielearne." repeated Rogers me-
chanically. Then he gave a quits. glance
about the room, and hie face turned a
shade pale. Here was the desk. the
white painted walls, and the tuirror.
The purser stood up, interrupting his
thoughts.
' "Yee." he said, "I ant very fond of
' Swinburne; so much so that I keep a
calendar in my room with a selection for
each day of the year. By Jove! That
reminds mei Yesterday I didn't"-
' Ile placed his hand on a coat which
hung over the desk beside the mirror,
and was about to remove it, when the
officer of the deck stepped to the door.
"Hall," he said, "you are wanted:"
and then added in an undertone which
Rogers heard quite plainly, "trouble
down below."
The purser went quickly out, closing
the screen door behind him. Rogers
started up and drew the coat to one side.
Beneath it was the calendar bearing in
large red letters the number twenty-six
and the lines:
Is hie heart Is • blind desire,
le his eyes foreknowledge of death.
The words seemed to sear his eyeballs
as he read them, end he staggered back,
gasping for breath. At that instant he
beard the clang of the fire alarm bell, the
cries of the sailors, and the rushing of
many people along the deck. He sank
to the floor, his lips parted in the effort
to speak a name.
When the purser returned, after ad-
justing the difficulty for which he had
been summoned below, he noticed the
men putting up the hoee at the conclu-
sion of the fire drill, and wondered if the
sudden call had startled his guese Upon
the floor of the room he found Clark




Gathered and Given to the Public
Just as It was Pound.
By all means young men accept
Dr. Wood's geuerous proposition and
organize a gymnasium club. You
need physical exercise and you need
it badly. A well equipped gymna-
sium, if you avail youreelf of its ad-
vantages, will prove, not only very
beneficial to you hut also a source of
great pleasure. It will remove many
of the vicious temptations which now
beset you on every hand and offer
you a place where you can spend
your leisure hours pleasantly and
profitably. Yes, go to work at once
and raise the amount required. You
will meet with the encouragement
of your friends and employers who
had rather see you strong, robust and
healthy young men, than sickly,
weak and simpering dudes.
Mr. Hanson l'enn Diltz, author of
The Duchess Undine, Dunleath Ab-
bey, etc., hae discarded the cap and
to the great delight of his legion 
of
friends donned a broad Stetson bat.
Why Mr. Mita should have persisted
for so many years iu wearing head
gear which gave bliu more the 
ap-
pearance of a professioual base ball
player than a talented and sensible
young man, is more than I can 
see.
But then these literary men 
are so
peculiar in their attire. The wh
ims
of genius and the eccentriciti
es of in-




W'hy don't people have their 
gates
hung eo that they will swing 
inside
iustead of stretching over the 
side-
walk. It would certainly co
nfer a
great favor to belated p
edestrians
who can't help but run into 
them
when they are left open on 
dark
nights. Some people are often 
out
as late as ten o'clock and 
at that
hour the city allows this gas 
compa-
ny to extinguish the street 
lights.
A friend of mine ran into a 
gate the
other night and came near 
meeting
with a very serious accident. 
He
was thrown violently to th
e }Jaye-
ment and his head struck the 
brick
with such force se to stun him 
for a
time. He told me about It and 
&ek-
ed me to suggest this r
emedy. If
you will have your gates o
pen at




"I wish you would say s
omething
about the almost criminally 
careless
manner in which the affairs of
 the
Hopkineville post office are man
ag-
ed," said a prominent citizen 
to me
yesterday. "I am a strong 
Demo-
crat," he continued, "but I wi
ll glad-
ly welcome the day yrhich 
brings a
change in the administration of
 the
post office. The mistakes wh
ich are
made there would not be 
tolerated
for a moment in soy other 
city.
frequently flnd other peoples 
letters
in my box aud lettere which 
should
reach me two days after th
ey are
written are frequehtly permitted to
lie in the office more than a week 
be-
fore they are placed iu my box. I
got a letter yesterday dated Feb. 8
1889. It can not be denied thst this
letter was received at the Hopkins-
ville post office because the d
ate
stamped upon its back corresponded
with the date of the letter. I have 
it
iti my possession if the post
-master
wishes to oee it. This is only one of
numerous examples of such careless-
toes and negligence."
I did not tell the gentleman tha
t
the New ERA could mention 
scores
of similar incidents illustratiug 
the
gross carelessness of Mr IticK
enzie's
assistants. I did not tell him 
that
the most iuiportant exchange
s were
never placed in the box until t
heir
eonteuts have grown stale and fiat
.
I did not tell him that the Ke
ntuck-
iau's mail is often plaeed !n the N
EW
ERA box and the NEW ERA'S mail In
in the Kentuckian's box. I didn't
ineution the fact that important bus-
iness letters are often received at this
office long after they had- gone 
into
the post-master's hands. I did not
speak of the general inefficiency of
the subordinates in tile post-office Or
tnention the fact that it takes just
three times as long to distribute the
mails as is absolutely necessary. I
did not even hint that several (of Mr.
McKenziee assistants are not so po-
lite as they might be. I might 
have
told my friend all these things, 
but
Mr. McKenzie would probably 
not
like it too I refrained.
At the meeting of Evergreen L
odge
K. of P., Thursday night, the 
office
of Chaucelor Commander was 
declar-
ed vacant on account of the 
remov-
al W. L. Thompson, and Mr. 
Wailer
was aelected to till the vacancy,
 and
Mr. 0. M. hell was chosen to fill
 the
office of Vice Chancelor caused 
by
the promotion of Mr. W
aHer. At
the elope of the lodge the memb
ers
all adjourned to the supper r
oom in
Anderson's vacant store, where an
elegant lunch spread by the la
dies
of the Cumberland Presb
yterian
church was partaken of. This lu
nch
was much enjoyod by all, the o
nly
drawback being that the ladies 
would
insist on Col. A. L. Clark dri
nking a
glass of water, a beverage he o
f all
others does most despise.
The Colonel was hardly seat
ed
whoa ono of the fair waitatit
etepped up and said "Colonel let
me bring you a glass of. water:.
"No water for me" said the Colouel
with a smile that was child-like tshd
bilatuld.a few
!want-1)04 tip trite, al
another fair e eerier with "Colenel
wont you have a glass of wateas
"No, I thank you," answered Clark.
"Was it you who wanted a glass of
water, Colonel Clark" 'laid a third
waitress in the course





tinge of impatience in his Yoke. •
By this time Dave Wiley hed
caught on aud and calling three of
the young ladies who acted as
waiters, to him, he sent them 24:,
Clark in quick oucceoeion. The first
said : "Colone I will bring you your
water in a moment." No, please
don't, said Clark. The second raid
"Colonel, I vent Betty for your tr(ass
of water." It wail unnece•eary, an-
swered Clark, I didn't want it.,
"Then Betty , returned and said
sweetly, "Colonel, hara is your glass
of water. I reckon you thought I
was never coming."
Then Colonel Clark took, the. glees
of water in his hand and gazed at it
curiously. He set it down and turn-
ing to the young lady who brought
it said reproachfully. "My dear girl,
have I ever done. auything to you
that you should thus eeek to poison
me in this cold blooded and deliber-
ate man tier. N ow he continued, Itiok
at that rummy beverage you hive
brought me, why I can see the bac-
teria, the infusoria and the microbes
literally jumping oat the glass and
reaching out their devilish arms to
devour me. This was the liquid used
by the good Lord when he destroyed
the siuful world, and ever since that
time all well regulated minds shun it
as a most horrible and atrocious pol-
o, tasting strongly of drowned sin-
*r)ere. You should not seek to it:tweeds
i
an orphan and stranger in this
trageous manner. No, I dout want
a y water, not if I can help U.".
**it
You have no doubt noticed that a
large number of young ladies meet
the morning and evening trains at
the depot. You muse not attribute
this to idle curiosity or a desire to flirt
with mail agents or messengers. They
are there on business as I diecovered
a few days since. "Why is it that I
meet you here every afternoon just
at this hour?" I asked a young lady
as the 5 o'clock train pulled in.
"Oh! I come to mail my letters."
"To mail your .letters ? Why don't
you put them in the office."
"The office, humph!" There was
a contemptuous sneer in her voice
which would have made Mr. McKen-
zie blush. "I tried that for sonic
time and the result came near being
an irreconcilable break with a "dear
frieud." He only received one letter
mailed In the Hopkinsville poet office
and it was four weeks old when he
got it. He wrote me a very Autrp
letter criticising my fancied negleet.
I answered the letter in the same vein
and the breach grew wider. We'lave
recently found out where the difficulty
lies and now we are making up for
lost time. No. I never will mail
another letter in the poet office until
there is a change."
ay*
Mr. L. L. Buckner comes to the
front with a ghost story which al moat
equals the Cadiz mystery and eclipses
the leuaite coal rhea-ere. Wild vis-
ions, wierd lighte, strange sounds
and mysterious evidences of super-
natural visitations, all these coptrib-
ute to the interest and excite-
ment of Mr. Buckner's remarkable
adventures. A strange appriation,
varying in form and figure, has been
seen by him quite often of late, hov-
ering in the vicinity of Old CrabsAp-
ple Pond, about one mile from the
city. Mr. Buckner saw what appear-
ed to be a great mass of fire hanging
between heaven and earth, at a dis-
tance of twenty-flve feet from the
ground. The mysterious fire, as if
guided and directed by rational
agency, swayed to and fro, moved
from place to place, ascended and de-
scended until it went out as suddenly
as it had appeared. Mr. Buckner is
at a lose to explain the affair, and
propoees to take oeveral reliable gen-
tlemen (myself among them) to , in-
vestigate it. It has been seen very
often, and frequently approaches very
near his premises.
• •
If a Clay street pater-familias should
find his handsome but savage bull
dog stark and stiff in death some fine
March morning he need riot be sur-
prised. This dog is the sworn enemy
of every young society man Hop-
kinsville. A meeting was held sev-
eral nights since by the young society
men to discuss measures of mutual
protection and improvement. A
Main street clerk, whotte fontinese for
the daughter of pater-familias is only
equaled by his hatred of the dog, pro-
posed that the boys draw straws to
decide who should offer the animal a
tempting mormel of beef reasoned
with a good dose of strychnine. The
mut itou was carried and amid treatio
less su•pense the drawing proceeded.
The shortest straw in all the bunch
fell to the lot of - well never niind
who. The young fellow was sworn
to do his duty and if the Clay street
father values the life of his -canine
friend he had better put a thousand
pound block around his Deck sou
place the block in the back yard. It
is said that this same dog has accu-
mulated a collection embracing no
less thsn seventeen samples of differ-
ent pants.
e*•
Speaking of doge, that rem luck Ines
of a good one which is now being told
at the expense of a prominent yo
ung
farmer aud steck raiser who is by DO
means a stranger toi Hotikitirville yo-
del circles. He wanted a wed bird
dog and had made nunieroue inqui-
ries( among his friends as to where ha
(•ould secure one. lie didn't want
any common dog, he said, the dog
that had a good pedigree was the dog
for him. A few (lays ago one of hi
s
Intimate friends saw him upon the
street in this city. "I have fo
und
you a dog that I know will suit ea
u,"
and he proceeded to give a pedi
gree
which dated back to tbe original pair
.
"Conte over to my house tre
night in
your buggy and get hini You must
take him home at night so that he
 will
not know the way back." The coeds
were muddy, the night wae tterribly
dark and the rain raiped ait it never
rained before, but the young farmer
nothing daunted loy the elements
drove eleven miles through tbe
try for dog. The animal was
placed in the buggy and the hag
journey back home begun. He had
not seen his newly acquired treasure
but he had been assured that it w
"daisy." When he arrived at honie
he carried his dog in his arms to the
house. Imagine his surprise and in-
dignation to find that he had bes-ii
made the victim of a vile censpiraey
and instead of being the proprietor of
a tine "Irish Setter," he had mime
into possession of a lean, lank and
hungry cur with his tail cut oft
Mad! well I should say lie was! with
one kick the poor cur Wan sent flying
across the room against the opposite
wall. And they say that our 
frieni
arose early on the following day
twisted the tail of one (of his young
mules, and received the killang







"1 :-. nd the doctors and the sagesHave differed Well el' mes and ages'
But 1 have found no difference of
opinion among the feinitle sages who
have limed Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription as a reniedy for the weak-
nesses and aliments peculiar to their
sex. "Favorite Prescription" is a
pesitive ('lire for the most compli-
cated and obstinate cases of prolap-
PUP, weak back, "female weakness."
anteverrion. retrovereion, bearing-
down sensations, chronic congestion,
inflamation and ulceration, iuflanta-
[ion, pain and tenderness. The only
remedy for ends maladies gold under
a guarantee. Particulars on bottle-
wrapper. All druggists.
Mr. Taylor, wife and children, of
Uniontown, stopped in the city last
Sunday on en route to I.ebanon, Tenn.
rime' family was In rather destitute
circumstances and was assisted by
Judge Winfree to leave the city.
Scaly Skin Diseases
Peones's 5 yea's covering lace, head
and entire body with white scabs
Skin red, itchy and b ending, Hair
all gone. Spent hundreds of dol-
lars. Pronounced incurable. Cur-
ed by Cuticura H medics.
Cured By Cuticura.
My disease (psoriasis. first broke out oil in
left ohoelri &presiding across my nose, and al-most covering lace. It ran Into eyee,and the physician was afraid I would loosemy eyesight altogether. It spread all overmy head and ni.) hair all len out, until! I Wasentirely ba•dheaded; It then broat• tout on myarras anti shouldera, until my firms were Justone sure. It covered my entire hod), myface, head auu shoulder being the worst.The What. Meat* fell constantly from myhead. rhoulorrs end arms; the skin wouldthicken mud be red find very Itch), and wouldcrack anti bleed It seriteloci.l. Alter spendingmany hundreds 11iti"Ilars, I was prouountedIncurable. I heard oi the 1uricusa Itasmir1.IV.K, and atter using two bottle* Cl."TicUltie
Kb:Sol-VENT, I could nee a change; and alterI had taken four bottle*, I we/labiumt cured;and when I had used six bottles of CUTIcTit•
o rake of t. !SOAP, I Waal cured of
Rtlipsotvgsr and our box of Cum ens, and
the dreadiul disease iron' wtoteh I had suffer-ed for five years I thought the diocesewould leave Nery deep scar, but the t'UTICU-
KA HEM Km cured it williolat 16,y ae•ro. 1cannot express with a peat what I suffered be-for.• using Ult. l'utzecitA Itscrs ant P.a. Theyatt%ed my life, autIJ feel ft my duly to recom-mend them. My hair is lestored as good asever, sod so is my • yesight. I know olotim, rotwho have received great benefit from theiruse.
Mrs. Rt !SA KELLY, thick ss ell city. lows.
Cuticura Resolvent
The new Blood Purifier and purest and hestof Humor Remedies, internal ly,sted U-NA, the areal Skin Cure,aud CUTICUKA 1•60APan exquisite sem Beautifier. emernally,
Mperthiy, pernianent ly end economicallycure in early life itching, burning, bleeding.mealy, crusted, pimply, scrofulous and hered-itary 'humors loss of hair, thus avoid-ing years ot torture and disfiguration. Par-enrten,larenntenet ber this: cures in childhood arepe
Sold everywhere. Price, Crricr ea. sie:
BOA P. 26c.; REsoLv HST, $1. Prepared by the
POTTER lfitUti 550 CHILINICAL l'ual•OKArain, Radon, Mass.
gigrriend for " How to Cure Skin Diseases,'64 pages, illustrations, and WU teeti lats.
PIMPLES, black-heads, chapped and oilyskin prevented by t'uTicuil.• S4/ 4 V.
It STOPS THE PAIN.
Back ache, kidney pain, weak-ness, rheumatism, and muscularpains relieved In one minute bythe CrTICURA ANTI-PAIN PLA m-
Tait. The first and only Instantaneous intokilling plaster.
HOPKIN
MOINE WORKS
CORNER LIBERTY and EIGHTH STREETS.
—Repairing of—
Engines, Boilers, Threshers,
SAW MILLS AND MILLING MACHINERY
A SPECIALTY
A full Supply of
BRASS AN') STEAM FITTINGS
"Perfectiol" Elevator Purifying Pumps,
Cistera Tops- Tohcco Screws, Etc.
Charges Reasonable and work guaranteed.




LIVERY, - FEED AND SALE STABLE,
NINTH STREET NEAR DEPOT, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Sate horses and elegant turnout.. Patronage of commercial traveltiesolicited.
Pr 'Also ordern taken for coal.
DEERING JUNIOR STEEL BINDER.  
OF THE HARVEST FIELD. 
1THE EFFECTS OF A STORM.
KING
1 • I '
Workc., Perfectly on Rough, Uneven Cround.-Some Others do not.Wore 3 ilerfoctly In Tait, Heavy Crain. -Some Others do not.
Works Perfectly in Light, Short Crain.-Some Others do not.Works Perfectly In Badly Lodged Cra In.-Some Others do not.Strongest Frame, Simplest Construction, Lightest Draft, Greatest Durability. Most EasilyManaged. GREAT I MPROVEMIINTS for 11690 place it farther than ever in the lead ot pretended rivals.
oust ASSORTMENT OF GRAIN AND GRA4A-CCTT1INO MACHINERY is made com-plete with our
RT0W Each the Leader in its Class.
Our DEERING BINDER. TWI N E made by 11111,14.1V1, 1.4 t hegt in the world. We arethe only Harvester Manufacturers who adopted this practical method of protecting farmenagainst poor Twine.
Apply t., our neared agent for Illustrated Cataloguo and Full Information or writedirect u) )1, WM. DEERINC & CO., Chicago.
Caldwell ac Randle,
MAUFACTURERS OF
Galvanized Iron, Cornice, Window Gaps,
CrestinE Tin and Slate RoofthE and Ontside IVOTI A 4ecia1ly.
—AND DEA,,ERS IN —
Tinware,111as.sware, Queensware, 13ut1ery and Lamps.
NINTH STRFET HOPKINWILLE. KY.
Ferd Schmitt, Ag't•
A cyclone of low prices has struck nearly every department
in cur store. The first articles the storm came in
contact with were our immense stock of
Bigpikets alld Goilts' Unildrivear.
The shock was so severe that it has caused the largest
amount of Remnants you ever saw to be spread upon our
center counter, and all must go at cost. From these the
lightning spread throughout the building, knocking down
prices on
Witte Goads, llmu Lam, Homy, Shifts, Collin aEd Cuffs,
ad nexpecting the house would seem be full of customers,
it sprang up stairs to escape through a window and stum-
bled over a remnant of Clothing, wices1 them down less
than cost and then complimenting our-stock of
BEAUTIFUL CARPETS and RUGS
came down the back stairway, jumped into a case of
LOVELY FRENCH SATEENS,
put them on sale and left orders that after Apia 1st no
more tickets should be given out, and then put, on a pair
of that grand old man
EMERSON'S HAND-MADE SHOES,
and took a pair of Stribley's Ladies' $2.00 Custom-made
Shoes for his wife and lit out to talk for
jolvns sz Co.
Union Tobacco Warehouse.
Ea-t Conirieree Street, Near revenger Depot, CLAR.KSVII.LE, TENN.
tir'XIARK vova im,uusi, EAU* UNION TOBACCO WAREHOUSE:1M
.1 -runs AND OFFICERS.
to:
A. V. I ioolie tarn To Preet, ; MIL Lethiehein, Tenn.v. It IllitoWi.F.6t. V ice- Ire's t,  ilmstead. Ky.A. E. (..t anoint, Sot.retary,  Dresden, Tenn.I-:. M. :N.iLarr, W. siford. Tema/
t' BELL, Douglas, Ky. 
}.Executive Committee.
W. %%4:ILL, 01 in.trad. Ky.,
. . ........... Adams Staotri.cone,y Ke n nIlI J .11, yo!‘trri..FOHRITaxifte,
L. A. Joisg, Lata MoltilaA000bb:ke. Tenn.L. H. Won's.
W. 
II. IIKKIWETUElt,  Guthrie, My.C. P. Superintendent, Ciarka.viile, Tenn.Cash advanced on Tobacco In stole, bill lading or in the hands of responsible farmers.All Tobacco insured while in store at the expense of owner, except where there is no ad -cane, and then w.thout written orders not to Insure. Close attention given to sampling addselling, and prompt remittance made.
S





Ladies' hand-turned French Kid ShoeF, Common Sense and Opera, former price $5 00, now $3 50
4 50, now 300
66 16 4, 66 44 4.




Ladies' fine Hid, Comm= Sense and Opera Shoe, former priceAll Ladies' $3 00 Shoes must go for
All Ladies' 2 60 Shoes must go for -
All Ladies' 2 00 Shoes marked clown to -
All the best 1 60 Shoes go for
Best makes of Men Shoe, such as Hanan & Son,
now go at
H. Hes3 & Bro , former price
a
- 4 00,, now 275Ladies' tine French Kid, patent-leather tip, Common Sense, French make. former
4 00, now 250





6 50 and 6 00
400
Harlan & Son's $5 00 Shoes to close at   $3 501 Other makes of $3 50 and $3 00 Shoes reduced to „ b0
W. I,. Douglass' $4 00 Hand Welt to close at  3 00; Best makes of $2 00 Shoesi reduced to ... I 50W. L.-I) eglaes' $3 00 Shoes reduced to  2 2.5 I Best makes of $1 50 Shoes reduced to  1 00
BIG BARGAINS IN ODDS AND ENDS.
Special low prices on
Laundered &Unlaundered Shirts
Fine $2 00 bresit Shirts 
Fine 1 75 Drew; Shirts 
Fine 1 50 Dress Shirts 
Gold Laundered Shirts 
Gold Unlaundered Shirts 
Assignee's price, $1 50 Silver Laundered Shirts. 
75
4. 4 i








Du Era PfiaMoo osol MaoMop Co.
MIUSIT EU WOOL President.
ill A ?MAIL
.0IrFICZ NZ W ERA BUILDING
7th, street, near Main,
sivelLISIIIV !LLB. ILBSITIMIL V.
ADV**Nei MATIta•
Desi mete anti imertioa,
" one le math -
" three Months
sot months -
" oae year - - -
Additional rates may be had by applteatioa
the edam
11111rItniasilsei atvertimmeate most be pald fort.
demise.
Uniagas floe yearly eleertiesuleate will be oat-
meted 0saiteriy.
Ali sileertleemeate inserted without 'periledegbiberIt be charged for until ordered oat.
ASSIBIBM00111Mill of Samaras and boat.lis, not is-
seallag ave lime, and lioness of preaching pub-
Eggie Nothme. Reeohattoaa of Respect artastioes eve male pee use.














FGt County School Supt.,
PROP. S. L. FROGGE.
For Coroner,
DR. JOHN L. DULIN.
For Surveyor,
H. P. RIVES.
A Lioob deal of dissatisfaction has
existed among the Hopkins county
Democrats for a month past with re-
gard to frauds alleged to have been
committed at the primary election
held In that county on the first day
of February. 111e Committee met
several days after the primary,
counted the vote and declared the
nominees. After the names of the
nominees were announced charges of
fraud were very freely made, and the
Chairman of the Democratic Corn-
mitts was urgently requested to re-
convene the commitine mad Investi-
gate thew charges, but the Chair-
man declined to do so, saying that
suck action would be unprecedented.
After this refusal, petitions were
circulated over the county and were
signed by such large numbers of
Democrats that the Chairman con-
sented, a few days ago, to call the
Committee together and thoroughly
investigate the charges and declare
the candidates who received the
highest number of legal votes the
nominees of the party. The investi-
gation will be finished in a few days.
A CO TNT.
The Farmers' Alliance, which is a
powerful organization in K aneas, has,
through ite President, addressed an
open letter to the Kansas delegation
In Congress, calling their attention to
the alarming condition of the agricul-
tural interests of that State and de-
manding legislation for their relief.
The letter calls attention to the fact
that a single law firm in one city in
Southern Kansas now has the con-
trait for the foreclosure of 1,S1)0 mort-
gages, which meaus 1,800 homesteads
transferred from the hands of that
many industrious families to the
hands of capitalists, either domestic
or foreign. The letter further says
that foreclosures and evictions are
taking place in many parts of Kan-
sas, and that all over the State the
homes of the people are imperilled.
Complaint is made that while the
people are compelled to sacrifice their
products in many instances absolute-
ly below the cost of production, in
order to procure the common fleece-
'shies of life, their representatives in
Congress are engaged in the consider-
ation of every imaginable question
except such questions as contemplate
relief to the distress of their consti-
tuents. The measures which the
farmers of Kansas demand relate to
questions of tariff, of transportation
and of money.
The letter scores the Congressmen
for frittering away their time in
waging foolish war upon the South,
Instead of pluming measures for the
relief of their constituents, the white
citizens of Kansas, who have smile
rights as well ae the colored citizens
of the South.
We are glad to see that Kansas, the
stronghold of Republicanism, is pro-
testing so vigorously against the
onerous burden of the iniquitous
high tariff. The farmers there keenly
feel the disastrous effects of this legal-
ized robbery, and while they can get
no relief from a Republican Cougress
they can defeat the Republican dele-
gation from Kansas and put men in
their places who are not owned body
and soul by protected monopolists.
Many sections of the country which
have been sending the tools of the
monopolists to Congress will rebel
this fall and elect men who have the
interests of the people at heart.
HoN. JOSEPH CANNON and a few
other conservative members of the
House of Representatives are in a
good deal of trouble concerning the
large number of jobs and schemes to
extract money from the United States
Treasury. They are confronted by
public building bills, pension bills,
the direct tax bill, steamship subsi-
dies, the educational bill, the French
spoliation claims, coast defense bills,
and various other jobs involving a
great deal of money. Cannon is the
Chairman of the Appropriations Com-
=Sites, and is afraid that the odium of
litany of these thieving appropria-
tions will fall upon him, and have a
very bad infhicage .ogi his political
future. It is said that Cannon is very
anxious to succeed Senator Farwell,
of Chicago, in the United States cl.en-
ate, 111141 that he nas been expecting
to make sufficient capital out of his
position as chairman of this important
oommittee to win favor with the Illi-
nois farmers. Since he has found out
how utterly impossible it is to choke
off his Republican brethren who are
determined upon plundering the
Treasury, he has become very sour,
believing that his Senatorial aspira-
tions are badly damaged.
THE matrimonial eagagement of
Jay Gould and Mrs. Maurice B.
Flynn is announced. Mrs. Flynn is
an attractive young widow about
Sweaty-five years old, and is a
daughter of Maj. Theodore Moss,
who Is the lents* of the Star theater
In New York City.
Tins anti-adulteration bills and the
various food bills now before Congress
are simply slick schemes for giving
politicians control of the business of
the country. Nothing is more un-
just and disastrous than government
regulation of trade. Every Demo-
crat in Congress should put himself
on record as an opponent of govern-
Went interference in trade.
Tits Democratic politicians of
Iowa are figuring on the Congressi-
onal possibilities next fall. An
analysis of the vote for Governor last
November shows that the Democrats
hag pluralities in five of the eleven
distriete, while the Republican
pluralities in three others were very
small. The Democrats will make
an earnest effort to carry six of the
Congressional districts next fall.
HENRY C. LODGE, ChalrITISTI of the
House Committee on Elections, is
trying his band at an iniquitous bill
te give the President and his ap-
pointees control of the Federal. elec-
ikap-iew which vests such
power in the President makes him
greater than all the people. The peo-
ple are not ready to confer such auto-
cratic power upon the President, and
aiwp will not submit to having elec-
diesninated by United States
and Supervisors.
The Democratic Senators will
strongly oppose the confirmation of
Swayne's appointment as United
States Judge of Florida when the
question conies up in the Senate.
Swayne is believed to be reponsible
for the packing of grand and petit
juries with partisan tools, and is a
notoriously violent and vindictive
partisan. He had been living in
Florida only two years when Harri-
son appointed him, and had scarcelyasy law practice, and is said to be
sadly lacking in legal knowledge
necessary for a judge.
The House Commitee on Elections
will rob Mr. Turpin, a Democratic
COISOfreashian of Alabama, of his seat
tia„Jeliich he was fairly elected, and
vote in a Republican named McDuffee.
This fellow McDuffee was defeated by
a majority of 13,163 votes, and has not
the faintest shadow of a title to the
seat. It is simply the love of stealing
that prompts such flagrant injustice
op this. The Republican majority in
.4 seem to have a mania for
, and when they are not plan-
tb,. treasury they keep their
in by robbing Democratic ,
rs of their seats. The people
*sprees their opknon of such
1
sidafty, in no uncertain tone, at the
ille Corigreeelonal elections.
COtOaE88XAr BAYER., of Texas, A BOIA1 SCHEon Wednesday made an excellent 
speech on the pension system and
ventilated the crooked methods of the A XI' Iv ?aril Se
!
Pension Bureau in *clear and Harrhos and
gent manner. He reviewed the re-
rating episode under 'fawner; re- To
viewed the case of Hiram Smith
at some length, and paid hiff re-
spect'. to Hussey. He laid bare the
ins and outs and crookedeees of Bus-
sey's decisions, and paid particular
attention to the BOW celebrated de-
cision of Hussey that a dishonorable
discharge from the army is no bar to
a pension. Ile ably discuesed the
pension system as alSseted both by
acts of Congress and the administra-
tion of the service. Mr. Sayers did
not deal in glittering generalities,
but sustained his assertions with cold
facts and figures. He cited statistics
showing that from July 1st, 1860, to
January 1st, 1S90, the expenditures of
the overnmeut for pensiona were
a1,10.),326,017; the expenditure% for
pensions for the past fiscal year were
Is9,131,968; that the expenditures for
pensions from March let, 1789, to June
30, 1801, throughout a period of more
than seventy-two years, were only
$80,738,327, and the excess of the pen-
sion disbursements for the fiscal year
ending June 30th, Ise9, over the pen-
sions from 1789 to 1861, Was
893,641. He showed very clearly that
if half of the pension bills now pend-
ing were to become laws, the Treas-
ury would be swamped in a short
while.
THE Louisville Times pays its
respects to the Louisville & Nash-
ville railroad in the following pointed
style: "Between the Ohio and
Cumberland rivers, the Louisville
and Nashville railroad is the most
remorseless of monopolies, and be-
tween them it reaps its richest har-
vest; there is the population which
has furnished to Louisville most ot
her energetic business men; there
live Louisville's best customers, and
it is time that our great city were
doing something to relieve it of the
great incubus that impoverishes
them." This is 88 true 88 gospel,
and now that Louisville's eyes have
been opened to the disastrous effects
of this grasping monopoly. we hope
she will devise iteine means to
remedy the evil. The Times gives
publicity to a rumor which, if true,
would prove of great benefit to
Louisville and a large section of
Southern Kentucky. The plan is to
have a new line from Louisville to
Indianapolis, connecting over the
K.& I. bridge, and a new trunk line
to Chattanooga, Tennessee, traver-
sing a very rich section ocountry.
SUPERINTENDENT Of Census Porter
his° intensely partisan, unfair and un-
scrupulous that the Democratic lead-
ers in Congress are afraid he intends
to do some very dirty political work
during the next few monhts. It is
thought that the census supervisors
and enumerators will have special
private instructions to do some speciel
figuring in the interest of the Repub-
lican party. Harrison refused to
extend the civil service rules to the
Census Bureau, and any sort of
fellows can get appointments. Porter
is an unprincipled creature and a
bitter partisan, and few Democrats
will have any confidence in the
report that he will get tip. He
Intends to rush the work through and
figure up the returns by the middle
of July, so that the iniquitous re-ap-
portionment scheme of the Republi-
cans can be brought forward in Con-
gress.
THE Farmers' Alliance movement
is'grawing with great rapidity in
Kansas. There are between 1,500
and 2,000 alliances in the State, and
this number, under steady work of
distrist organizers, is constantly
increasing. The recognized leaders
of the movement there confidently
assert at this early day that the Alli-
ance will elect it majority of the
members of the legislature which will
chose a successor to United States
Senator Ingalls. They say that they
will elect no man to the United States
Senate who is not in accord with the
Alliance and who will not pledge
himself to work for the things the
Alliance has demanded.
---
CANDIDATES for delegates to the
Constitutional Convention are an-
nouncing themselves in a number of
counties. This is a very important
office, and in the matter of selecting
delegates the peoples cannot be too
careful. The choice should be made
intelligently and deliberately, and
the best material should be selected.
There are a number of gentlemen in
Christian county who would be
suitable and acceptable candidates
to represent the county In the Con-
vention, but none of them have an-
nounced themselves as yet. Some of
them will doubtless submit their
claims to public consideration before
long.
CONGRESSMAN LODGE, of Massa-
chusetts, introduced his Federal elec-
tion bill in the House of Representa-
tives Saturday. The bill is a combi-
nation of the Australian system with
Federal control of elections, and ap-
plies to congressional and presideu-
tial elections. It provides that upon
the petition of five hundred voters in
any district the Federal government
shall assume all the functions of the
State and take absolute control
of the polls, with marshals to pre-
serve order under the direction of
the election supervisors.
AT noon Saturday the extra session
of the Tennessee legislature adjourn-
ed sine die, having acted upon all the
matters included in the Governor's
proclamation convening it. Then the
unprecedented novelty of a second ex-
tra session was witnessed, being con-
vened for the purpose of acting upon
me:entree intended to extend the
boundaries of Memphis, so that the
city Can annex territory and swell
her population. Memphis agreed to
pay all expenses of the second extra
session.
ANOTHER Hoosier friend of Presi-
dent Harrison's got a fat office re-
cently. H. C. Gooding was appoint-
Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Arizona. In making this ap-
pointment he rewarded a personal and
political friend, but violated the plat-
form adopted by the Republican
national convention at Chicago. The
platform declared in favor of a home
rule for the territories, which means
that all the officers appointed in the
territories shall be residents thereof.
It is said that a dozen Republicans
In Arizona fully expected to be made
Chief Justice, and some very lively
kicking among the brethren of thatterritory Is anticipated.
The Republican members of the
Ways anti Means Committee will
present a tariff bill to the full com-
mittee some time this week for its
consideration. The bill proposes to
increase the tariff on butter, eggs,
buckwheat and potatoes for the bene-
fit of the farmers, het to far more
than offset this the tariff on clothing
and nearly everything else of impor-
tance which the farmers; and other
workingmen have to buy will be al-
lowed to stand or be increased. In-
stead of reducing the tariff' on the
neeesearies of life, the bill propesee to
abolish all internal revenue special
taxes upon dealers of all kinds, re-
peal the tax upon snuff and reduce
the tax upon manufactured tobacco
from eight to four cents a pound
One commendable reduction is the
tariff on steel rails, making the duty
four dollars a ton less than it is now,
but taken altogether it is a miserable
fare e so far as benefiting the masses
of the people is concerned. The Kee-
eta Congress is dm:ten:tied by the
protected classes that do not want
Any tariff reform and oppose all
n for the relief of the tax-paying
mums,. No changes which would
.2oine any a here neer approximating
fairness were expected of these tools
of the monopoliets, and consequently
the Democrats are not disappointed.
;lad dilemma. He realize.; that he
has lost his hold on the soldier ele-
ment, and he is beginning to look
about for support trim' a new quarter.
It is well-known here that the In-
dianapolis Journal, the President's
personal organ, is opposed to the ser-
vice pension bill. That opposition
has not taken the shape of open ex-
but is tacitly made known
by dense silence. on this subject in
the editorial columns. It Is also per-
fectly understood that the paper
holds the same feeling regarding the
I measure as that entertained by Har-
rison and his wing of the party. The
old soldier, then, is now out of con-
sideration as far as Harrison is con-
cerned. The President is looking for
new recruits, and he is seeking them
in entirely new fields. I know what
I am talking about, for it conies from
THE boomers that flocked into the
Cherokee strip with the intention of
getting the pick of the best lands
there, have been ordered by a procla-
mation of the Preeident to vacate, and
troops have assembled there to en-
the President's order. Many of the
boomers have accepted the situation
and are moving away, but others have
determined not to leave. Conflicts
between the boomers and the troops
may be looked for, as the troops have
positive instructions to clear the strip
of all the invaders. This laud does
not belong to the government, as the
negotiations for its purchase from the
Cherokee Indians have not yet been
completed, but even if it did it would
be disgraceful to have a repetition of
such illegal grabbing as cluracterized
the Oklahoma opening. When the
lands of the strip are purchased by the
government and opened for-- settle-
!tient, the law-abiding must have at
least as good a chanee to secure hottes
as the law-breakers.
A NUMBER or the millionaire
members of the United States Senate
are opposed to Gen. John M. Painter's
plan to nominate United States Sen-
ators at State Conventions, Iseetatise
it would be equivalent to their elec-
tion by the people. This plan does
not contemplate the election of Sen-
ators by a direct vote of the people,
but the election of members of the
legislatures who are to vote for the
candidates nominated by the State
Conventions. There can be no doubt
that the people have the right to in-
struct for the men they wish to rep-
resent them in the Senate. The
millionaire Senators prefer the se-
lection of Senators by legislative
caucus, because it is it great deal
easier and much less expensive to
buy a legislative caucus than a State
Convention. The Democratic State
Convention of Illinois will nominate
a candidate for United States Sen-
ator when it meets in June, and Gen.
Palmer will be the candidate selected.
------- --
Tim State Senate passed six bills
Saturday repealing all the old lottery
charters passed by previous legisla-
tures. The House passed the Senate
bill compelling witnesses to testify
before the lottery investigating com-
mittee under penalty of fine and im-
prisonment. 'the committee has
been much hampered in its investi-
gations by the refusal of witnesses to
testify, but armed with this bill the
committee will be able to extract
some interesting facts.
"Every Spring."
Says one of the best housewives inNew England, "We feel the necessi-ty of taking a good medicine to puri-fy the blood, and we all take Hood's
Sarsaparilla. It keeps the children
free from humors, my husband saysit gives hini a good appetite, and for
myself I am sure I could never do all
my work it it was not for tide splen-did medicine. It makes me feelstrong and cheerful, and I am never
troubled with headache or that tiredfeeling, as I used to Ise."
Oef Saturday the Louisiana Lottery
Company sent Gov. Nicholls a check
for $100,000 to be spent in strengthen-
ing the levees against the encroach-
ments of the raging waters of the
Mississippi, but the Governor return-
ed it, stating that the time for the
Louisiana Legislature to act upon the
lottery company's charter was too
near at hand for him to place the
people under any obligations to the
lottery.
THE Committee on Charitable
Institutions has reported in favor of
building another Lunatic Asylum.
This is right, for an additional insti-
tution of this kind is absolutely
necessary, the three Asylums being
now full.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Ite-
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-
not be cured by taking Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Props., Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known
FS J. Cheney for the last 15 years, air
believe him perfectly honorable in
all business transactions and titian-
daily able to carry out any obligation
made by their firm.
WEST & THACX,
Wholesale Druggists. Toledo, 0.
WALLING, KINNAN &MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
F. H. VAN HOMAN,
Cashier Toledo, N tonal Rank, Toledo, O.
Hall'. Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucus surfaces of the system.
Price 750. per bottle. Sold by all
Druggists.
•
those standing very close to Harrison.
He and his friends have under con-
sideration nothing more nor less than
a bolt from the Republican party and
the attempted organization of one of
their own, with Harrison as leader.
They hate Judge Gresham 118 the
devil does holy water, and if they
find public sentiment crystalizing for
him they will take the threatened
step. As one of Harrison's friends,
on terms of close personal and politi-
cal intimacy with the President, ex-
pressed it, "If the old soldiers want
to leave us on the petution question
and the Diggers want to quit because
of their alleged grievances, we will
organize a new party composed of the
best elements ofethe Republican and
Democratic parties, with a solid fol-
lowing of the old Whig element in
the South, and we will sweep the
country in '92." A pretty bold
scheme, you will say; but there it is
in a nutshell. It is being seriously
considered, and that is the kind of
talk Harrison's friends are bringing
with them front Washington. They
say that through the course indicated
on the pension question, with friendly
assurances to the South and a decla-
ration in favor of tariff reform, they
can disrupt both the old parties. But.
do they know what they are talking
about? We shall see.
The worst feature about catarrh is
its dangerous tendency to consump-
tion. Hood's Sarsaparilla, cures ca-
tarrh by purifying the blood.
Concord 'tipples.
CONcoRD, Ks-., March 19, 1890.-
Winter still lingers in the lags of
Spring and farmers are getting behind
with their work; the oat crop ought
to have all been seeded by this time.
both the schools in our district are
progressing finely. The young ladies
who are teaching seem to take a
great interest in the education of the
children; we still boast of the educa-
tional facilities we have.
Next Saturday evening at two
o'clock the Farmers', and Laborers
Union will meet at Dairs school
house, and I hope the members will
all turn out.
The road leading from this neigh-
borhood to Hopkinsville Ilse been
almost impassible, and it gets that
way every winter. I hope the mag-
istrates oh the county when they meet
will remember the matter, as it is
very important to the people of this
section of the (*lull' y. Two or three
'toothed dollars appropriated to be
used in witat is knowu. as the Poor
!liaise lane would be oi great benefit,
as it is the niain road leading to Con-
cord church and to our district school
house, and in fact, it is an outlet to
market and to mill for a large section
of the country.
I learn that N1r. Janice Anderson
will be an independent Republican
candidate for Jailer of Christian
county.
Mr. William C. Davis will be a
Democratic candidate for Magistrate
of the„Hopkinsville Magisterial Dis-
trict.
Mrs. James Meacham, of the Kelly
station neighborhood, is quiet ill, and
is not expected to live long.
Mrs. Patty White, of Pon, who has
been confined to bier bed in a helpless
condition for a number of mouths, Is
very ill.
Mr. Henry Young has a severe
attact of la giippe. Ile is quite old,
and it is giving him much trouble.
Fuosev.
Electric Bitters.
This remedy is becoming so well
known and so popular as to need no
special mention. All who have used
Electric Bitters sing the same song
of praise.-' purer medicine does
not exist and is guaranteed to do all
that is claimed. Electric Bitters will
sure all diseases of the Liver and
Kidneys, will remove pimples, boils,
Sslt Rheum and other affectioue
caused by impure bhttal.-Will drive
Malaria Dorn the system and prevent
as well cure all Malarial fevere.-I"( r
cure of Headache, Constit ation and
Indigestion try Electric Bitters.-Ene
tire satisfaction guaranteed, or mon
ey refuuded.-Price 50 cents and $110
per bottle at H. B. Garner's Pharma-
cy.
A COMBATIVE CONSTABLE.
A Todd County Officer Arrested for
Violating the Law.
A Todd county constable named
Shelton, was arrested on Main street
Tuesday for drunk and disorderly
conduct. He was placed in the city
lock-up, where he spent the night.
A small fine was atateesed against
him in the morning and the arsenal
which was removed from his person
upon his arrest restored to hins He
promised the officers before his re-
lease that he would go quietly home.
But he didn't. He proceeded at once
to fill himself with bad liquor, and
then every bad trait in his nature
boiled to the surface.
He mounted his horse and rode at a
furious rate through unfrequented
streets until he arrived in the vicinity
of the old fair grounds. Here lie
played cowboy for a time to his own
satisfaction amid the terror of the peo-
ple. He rode around the grounds
waving his great pistols and shouting
defiance to the Hopkinsville police-
men. "Ohl lie was Hill-Tiger from
Pond River, he was. No d-d police-
man should take him. Whoop pee:
He cleaned out Elkton every county
court day, and lie could do the same
for this 'ere town."
In the mean time a messenger had
been dispatched to notify the police
of his conduct. While the "Hill
Tiger" and would-be cowboy was in
the midst of a fiery denunciation of
the authorities, and an eloquent eulo-
gy of his own valor and physical
power, officers tiolay, Wadlington
and McCord appeared upon- the
scene.
There was no bloodshed. The Hill
Tiger's courage seemed to ooze from
him pores at the sight of Cue braise
buttons. He made no effort to devour
the officers. lie was taken without
trouble, and once more reli.ved of




be Composed of the item
of the itepublwatt nod
4..ra( l'art iess.
The Nashville American's ludiana-
pone correspondent gives the follow-
ing outline of a bold scheme, which is
being considered by President Harri-
son and his friends to organize a new
The Thorne IBM Advecated.
SINKING FORK, Ky., March 18.-
Enteott NEW ERA : I,, the issue of
by New ERA of the 14th lust., there was
an article headed "Racy Resolutions"
containing an editorial continent upon
Elem.-nis i the Thorne bill, aiiii also a memorial
Dem- by the Tobacco Beard of Trade of
1 Hopkinsville, protesting against the
passage of the said bill.
There are two sides to every ques-
tion, and as you have given the capi-
talistic side, you will please allow the
farmer amid laborer to present his side
also. In the first place, the article
party: referred to classes the bill in the In-
"Harrison Is undoubtedly anibi-
terest of a "class" and a "dangerous
tious for re-election-, but he ie in a 
precedent." There are at least 500
farmers in this county to one ware-
houseman. Is it right for an extra
tax to be but upou every hogshead of
tobacco raised by that 500 farmers of
two or three dollars tq support those
extra warehoasenneu? Shall the few
be protected to the detriment of the
many ? Which shell be favored by
law the few \chine) or the measles?
Does not the law probibit the farmer
from retailing his tobacco and force
him to sell it wholesale? and should
he not be protected from unjust
charges by those who act am his agent
to sell it for hini. It is right ler the
Legislature of the -State to regulate
and control the business of the peo-
ple, whose will is sovereign. When-
ever any business becomes oppressive
or detrimental to the best Interest of
the masses of the people and works
injury to the many, then it is right
for the law to take cognizance of it
and put a limit upon it.
As to Mr. Thorne's "lack of Infor-
mation" and the "gliding inacura.
cies" of such "a misguded enthusi-
ast," I feel proud of tomb a represen-
tative "of the people, for the people
and by the people" against the usur-
pations of combines and monopolists
that have been setting trait; to catch
so many unwary farmers and labor-
ers for "lo, these many years." I
suppose Mr. Thorne has been a horny
handed farmer, and Lila back has
t!etit over many a bill of tobacco, anti
that he has also been thinking and
planning for Houle way t4i get relief
from the oppression of overburdened
labor. lie has no doubt given many a
"two-dollar hogshead and ten pounds
of tobacco" without any return, and
like alt honest, bard-working men, is
tired of it. The Tobacco Board say
that it costs $3.00 per hogehead to sell
tobacco. Why in the name of com-
mon sense did they not find that out
before now? Several of them offered
to sell the "Wheelers" tobacco last
fall for $200 and oneas low as $1 90.
Besides, the Union Waretiouise, at
Clarksville, Tenn., and the Wheeler
Warelion,e at Fulton, Ky., say it
costs only $1.50 a hogshead to sell
tobacco. I make no further com-
ment on that.
There are too many warehouses in
Ilopkinsville, Louisville, Clarksville,
etc., for the amount of tobacco to be
sold, and consequently, they pelt one
or two days in the week, when two
warehouses at most could do all the
buttinems in Hopkinsville, and do it
much better than so many, because
of the strife and favoritism and specu-
lations engendered by the tuauy
sticklers for patronage. Now will
any honest nian say that the farmer
should be taxed to keep up six ware-
houses when two could do the same
business and much better? If the
farmer has too much land on hand
that it will not pay to cultivate in
corn or tobacco, he don't run to some-
body for a bounty to hire some one to
cultivate the extra land or pay him
to change his crop, but sows it in
clover or graces and lets lay till it will
pay, or disposes of it to some one who
can use it. So with the warehouse-
men. They can turn their shops
Into grain stores or some other busi-
ness, for the fanners don't propose to
pay them a bounty to sit idle in them
while We work Illake a living rot
them.
Lastly, as to the farmers haviug to
rend their tobacco out. of the Stat,
where it will cost more to sell it in-
stead of selling it at home, is here
it can be tielt1 for a !mush leseausiuts.
is en absurd argument and refutes
itself at a glance. By all means igivt
us the Thorn: bill, and if our present
warehousemen "alit work under it,
we can !Lend some honest farmer to
Hopkiusville and have our tobacco
*old at $1.50 per hogehetel, which we
will do probably before another year,
if tLe Thorne bill fails.
J. M. Ramses-, M. D.,
Ex. Pres. C. C. Wheel.
TOBACCO SA
Sales byli°NPaKtlig(81aviltit7r. Co., of 31
Hogsheads as follows:
11 Mids. medium to good leaf, $5 75
W6 ht8 tls, common leaf, 3 25 to 500.12 lihds. common to medium lugs,
1 30 to 2 40.
Market(o)tafiti(r)ntis••ith ibrieea nearer out-
side
cLattstiv11.1s.
Sales by Win. II. Turnley & Bro.
of the Elephant Warehouse, Clarks-
ville, Tenn., for week ending March
19, 1/490, of 40 Hogsheads as follows:
6 Ii lids. medium leaf, old and new,$6 60 6506 50 6 50 6 50 6 M.
IIIR10. MI11111011 and low leaf, (old)
5 50 5 50 5 50 5 50 4 50 3 80 3 2.5.
8 Wide. common and low leaf (new)5 75 5 50 5 50 5 25 5 00 4 95 4 50 3 60.
5 Mids. good lugs (new) 300 2 95
2 95 2140 2 50.
4 libds. good lugs (old) 325 3 00 3 00
3 00.
10 hlide. common lugs trash (old
and new) 1 95 1 ret 1 80 1 75 1 50 1 45
1 21 1 00 ILK) 1 00.
Market active and very strong on
all tobacco in good order, both oid
and new.
A n _Vat Inent Doctor's Prescription.
Dr. C. P. Henry, Chicago,
who has practiced .medicine many
years says: Last Spring he used
and prescribed Clark's Extract ot
Flax (Papillon) Skin Cure in 40 or 50
cases, and never knew a case whert
it tailed to t•ure. "I know of to,
remedy I can rely on so implicitly."
Positive cure for all diseases of the
Skin. Applied externally.
Clark's Flax Soap is beet best for
Babies. Skin Cure $1.00. Soap 25
cents. At H. B. Garner's Drug
Store.
FARMERS' AND LABORERS' UNION
ITEMS.
The Thorne Bill Endorsed.
At a meeting of Brick Union No
260, on Saturday, March 15tb, num-
bering 45 members and also Pisgah
Union, of 90 members. The follow-
ing resolutions were adopted unani-
mously:
Ressoeven, let. That we favor the
passage of the bill now before the
Legielature of Kentucky to regulate
the sale of tobacco in this common-
wealth, known as the Thorne Bill.
2nd, That this resolution be sent to
our Senator and Representative urg-
ing themillso work for its passage, and
all members of the Is. & L. Union in
this state are requested to endorse and
work for the passage of maid bill.
J. W. OWES, Pres. No. LltiO.
J. M. Ramses-, Sec. No. SliO.
We endorse the above In full:
J. D. SMITH, Pres. No. 296.
G. H. Wools Sec. No. 296.
The Bible in Schools.
MA DIsON, Wis., March 19.-In the
case brought up from the Circuit
Court of Iowa the Supreme Court de-
cided that the Bible had no place iu
our,common schools. The opinion
Was unanimous. The case originated
ak Edgerton, where suit Was brought
to compel a school district. board to




Makes the lives of many people mtgerstle,causing distress alter ea,gag, sour stomach,sink headache, heartbunOoss of appetite,a faint, " all gone" feeling, bad taste, coated
tongue, and irregularity ofDistress the bowels. DysPePsiadoes4. After not get ‘well of itself. It
requires careful attention.Eatins and a remedy like Hood'shusapartila, which acts gently, yet efficiently.
it tones the stomach, regulates the diges-
tion, creates a good tip- Sick






Headache"I have been troubled with dyspepsia. I
had but little appetite, anti what I did eat
Heart- distressed me, or did mitlittle good, After eatiag- burn would have a faint or tired,
all-gone feeling, as though I had not extentanything. My trouble was aggravated beLily business, painting. Last sour 4spring I took Bood'S &Sar-
saparilla, which did me an Stomach
Immense amount ,ot good. It gave me anappetite, and my food relished and satisfiedIi,. craving I hall previously experienced."GEORGE A. PAGE, 'Watertown, Mass.
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awed stanstpismer.
likriday, March 21, 1896:
Some an) gtoctet.
Squire T. M. Barker, of Barker's
Mill, was the city yesterday.
Mims Sallie It. Brown, of St. Charles,
Ky., is vieitieg Mrs. Dr. Nesbit.
Mrs. C. J. McDaniel has returtied
from a visit to relatives in Indiana.
Hon. Walter Evans, of Louisville,
is in the city on professional business.
Mrs. Hiser and daughter, of Bain-
bridge, were in the city yesterday.
Miss Bessie Campbell, of Paducah,
Is speeding the week with Mrs. M. H.
Nelson.
Mr. R. L. Foulks, of Utah Terri-
tory, is visiting his uuele, Mr. E. L.
Foulke.
Mr. A. Walker Wooti returned this
morning froth a business trip to
Evansville.
Mr. David Lewis, of Bowling
Green, is visiting his uncle, Rev. J.
W. Lewis.
Mr. John Parker,of Caldwell county
was in the city on business this morn-
ing.
Dr. and Eugene Anderson, of the
Church Hill vicinity, were in the city
Wednesday.
Mrs. Aaron Williams, of Russell-
ville, is visiting her daughter, Mrs..
Thomas Rod (lieu.
Miss Sudie Thurmond, of In lle-
view, is spending the week with .•iiss
Lizzie Roales.
Col. S. J. Lowry, a leading planter
of South Christian was in the city
this morning.
Messrs. W. W. Garnett and Law-
rence Moore, of Pembroke, were in
town yesterday morning.
Mr. Ben Carroll, a prominent citi-
zeu, of the Fairview oeighborhood,
was in the city Wednesday.
Mrs. Morris Cohen has returned
from Nashville, Tenn., where she at-
tended the wedding of Mr. Gershon
and Mies Sarah Ellis.
Mr. Edward O'Leigh, assistant
clerk of the Senate, late a leading
journalist of Paducah, spent Sunday
with friends in this city.
Messrs. F. S. Beaumont, El. Mer-
rev eather and J. K. Gant, a trio of
Clarksville tobaceonists, where in the
city on business Monday.
Miss Hattie Rives, who has been the
guest of her uncle, Mr. W. E. Rags-
dale, for some time past left, this
morning for her home at la Fayette.
"When we two parted, I felt that
I had taken cold, "said Thomas fake-
"and next morning I Was
hoarse indeed. But a 2:5 cent bottle
of Dr. Bali's Cough Syrup fixed me
up."
Contentious women are slaves to
headache; but 25 cents spent for a
bottle of Salvation Oil will restore
harmony in the household.
New Juries
The new Juries empanelled for the
remaining halt of the present term
of the Circuit Court are made up as
follows:
L. T. Moorland, J. H. Duncan, . C.
S. Hurst, J. C. Adcock, George Bar-
nett, Armistead Shipp, col., 0. B.
Griffin, J. N. Cox, W. B. Hawkins,
W. W. Ralston, B. R. Yancy, A. M.
Laub, Jas. J. Bowen, M. Dulin, col.,
Charles McReynolds, col., Prince
Drone, col., Jake Speed, col., N. J.
Smith, R. E. Fields, R. T. Boyd, J. 'f.
East, I. le. McCord, J. J. Litchfield
and D. C. Word.
V-s..ry many of the healthiest peo-
ple keep themselves in such condi-
tion by the occasional use of a relia-
ble cathartic. am] they give the pre-
ference to Laxador as more fully
serving their purpose than any other
similar remedy. Only 2.5 cents.
Sleepless nights and cheerless days
will be prevented it you use Dr.
Bill's Baby Syrup to induce sleep
aid composure for the baby. Price
25 cents.
Real Estate Transfers.
C. Malone to James Ratcliffe, lot in
etky et Hopkinsville, $11.1).
M. L. Walker to T. B. Walker;
track of land on Muddy Fork, $100.
Lucian Dade to Violet Chapin:
lot in city of Hopkinsville.
Clint Cornelius to Walter B.
Weaver; 15 acres land in Christian
county, $100.
Prof. Wimp* heimer.
The Y. W. T. U. has secured
Prof. W. G. Wimpfheimer, the noted
New York elocutionist for one night.
He conies bearing the highest testi-
messiahs from the most distinguished
persons,and the entertainment which
is being arranged for Friday evening,
under his competent direction, prom-
ises to eclipse any previous effort of
the organization. Amateur talent of
the highest order will participate in
the performance, and everything will
be done to make it worthy of a liberal
patronage. The entertainment will
take place at the Opera House,. and
tickets will be sold at 2.5 and 35 cents.
As Rich As Crtesus.
Eli Zane of 1306 Thompson St., is a
lucky man. He has just drawn a
twentieth of the second capital prize
of $100,000 in the Louisiana State Lot-
tery and finds iiinapelf the poeessor of
$5,000. "Am I happy ?" he repeated
to an Item reporter, who oalled on
him. "Well, I should smile! What
do you expect of a man who gets $5,
000 for one dollar? Why, I feel as
rich as Crcesus.—Philadelphia 'Pa)
Item, January 31.
ANOTHER FREIGHT TRAIN HELD.
Conductor and Engineer Arrested for
obotruct ng the Streets.
Nearly one hundred people return-
ing from church Monday eve were
forced to stand for twelve minutes at
the intersection of 7th and Railroad
streets awaiting the pleasure of the
officers of freight train number 64
which had intercepted their passage.
How long they might have been
towed to test their patience can not
be said. Relief came from a rather
unexpected quarter and in a decided-
ly unexpected manner. Officer Go-
lay who had been laying for the par-
ties causing the blockade stepped up at
this juncture and placed conductor
Wells and engineer Allen under ar-
rest. The train was cut and the crowd
which had accumulated upon the
street allowed to pass through. The
then marched his prisoners to
laboose where they spent the
larger portion of the night. The train
was side tracked in this city and the
division superintendent notified
through the local agent of what had
been done. At an early hour Tuesday
morning the conductor and engineer
were released, the superictendent
having made good their bonds.
The Hopkinsville policemen are
alive to the responsibility of the oath
they took to uphold the laws which
the city has enacted for its protection.
They will not deviate from their line
of deity. They are paid by the peo-
ple and they are doing it as is consis-
tent with law.
I have used Pull's Sarsaparilla in my fami-
ly with excelletit satisfactioa for rheuma-
Mem. eastAnast, weak kidneys and general
debility. I know of others who have used it




Renshaw & Brasher, furniture
utlere and undertakers. w-tf
FOR 'RENT—A desirable cottage.
Apply to Dr. Andrew Seargent.
Go to Thompson & Meador for wall
per, and house furnishing goods.
Dr. J. A. Seettiall, over First Nat'l
Bank. Telephone office and residence.
Dr. Gunn—Office over City Bank.
Telephone—Office and residence.
Jan. 4, tf.
New Hoe or elegant, mid ,„,i,ey is presided over by Mr. 
r. Britt-
neekwear just reetlived, at Fye; Dick. 
well, formerly meyor Kyaw.yuk.,
en & Wall's, and one o
f her most liberal anti en-
terprising citizens.
Jim McCreary was fined $5.00 and
coat in the city court Tuesday for
drunkenness
John Ward was arrested yesterday
' for drunkenness. He gave bond and
his trial was set for Saturday.
Mr. Newton L. Tilman is very ill
at his home on the Canton road two
miles from the city.
The friends of Dr. L. B. Hickman
will be glad to learn that he is rapidly
recovering from his recent illness.
Charles Green was arrested this
morning for breach of the peace and
fined $5 and cost before Judge Bra-
sher. • ,
Rev. E. E. Bomar of Louisville oc-
cupied the pulpit at the Baptist
church yesterday morning and
evening.
The eases of J. S. Summers and J.
S. Leavell against the American Mill-
ing company, have been dismissed.
Settled.
Nelson Green has taken a position
behind the counters of J. H. Ander-
son where he will be glad to see and
serve his many friends.
Mr. Leopold Wiel has removed his
family to the handsome residence on
Seventh and Railroad streets, lately
occupied by Mr. G. V. Thompson.
"Father Melody, of Hopkinsville,'.
says the Henderson Journa', "is offi-
ciating at the Catholic Church in
this city during the absence and sick-
ness of Father Tierney."
The family of Mr. J. E. Cliborne
was augmented last night by the ar-
rival of a fine boy. Mr. Cliborne is
yet undecided as to m hether he will
make a street sprinkler or a police-
man of the new arrival.
The Ladies' Social Union, of the
Baptist church,. wi:1 give a candy
pulling in the near future. Tire
amount realized will go to the fund
which is being reified for the purpose
of buying a parsonage.
Mr. R. P. Stevens' carousal swing
located on the a, leant lot fronting
Sixth street, is a source of great
• leasure and entertainment to the peo-
ple, old and young, who assemble in
crowds throughout the day.
Among many other attractive feat-
ures which will go to make the enter-
tainment at th Opera House Friday
night a success, will be the "Overture
to Zampa," a duet rendered by Miss
es Madge Fairleigh and Cora Petree.
A large eagle recently killed in
Arkansas, has been mounted by Mr.
Severn, the taxidermist, and will be
placed in the Bank of Hoplinsville's
counting room. The bird measures
eight feet four inches from tip tol tip.
Shelton, the Todd county consta-
ble whose recent exploits in this city
were noticed yesterday, was released
this morning. His friends from the
hills secured the release of the Tiger
and took him back to his i ative
forests.
Again the New ERA would like to
suggest to the city cemetery should
Ise kept clean aud &at. Let the com-
mittee whose duty it is to see ti this
property, require the present sexton
to keep his premises neat, or get a
sexton who will.
Mr. E. G. Johnson, lion. Henry
Watterson's agent, was in the city
Saturday, and closed a contract with
the management for Mr. Watterson's
appearance in this city on the night
of April 10th. His new lecture,
"Money and Morals" will be de-
livered.
At a business meeting of the direc-
tory of the Clarksville Park Associa-
tion on Saturday it was decided to
hold the fall fair and races on Oct. 9,
10, 11, and 12. Beside the races the
agricultural and horticultural exhib-
its will be made quite a feature this
year.—Progress.
George Buckner and Tom Terrell,
both colored, were given three years
each in the penitentiary by a jury yes-
terday. They were charged with
grand larceny, the offense being com-
mitted against Mr. Siveley who lost a
number of fine turkeys one day in
February.
Semi-Colon, the standard bred
trotting horse lately sold by Mrs.
Noe Dills for $4,700 has made a record
of 2:a112 and will be placed in charge
of the famous trainer Goldsmith, for
the circuit. Mrs. Dills, at one time
came near selling the splendid colt
for $2,000 to Hopkinsville parties.
Hon. Henry Watterson's new lec-
ture, "Money and Morals," is spoken
of as a very learned, witty and phi-
losophical discourse. The great jour-
nalist was greeted by large and en-
thusimtic audiences in every North-
ern city during his recent tour. This
lecture- will be delivered in Hopkins-
vine April 10.
Harvey Nixon, the young man
charged with complicity in the bur-
glary of J. E. Croft's store at Crofton
last year, was acquitted by a jury
Friday after a very short de-
liberation. The case was submitted
upon the evidence without argument
by the attorneys. Walter Taylor,
who was indicted jointly with young
Nixon, was discharged, the indict-
ment as against himbeing dismissed.
A stranger visiting the city ceme-
tery would be disgusted by the sight
which would meet his eye at the very
entrance to the sacred city of the
dead. A half cultivated garden, a
few rusty plows, hoes and other im-
plements, a filthy cow pen, a poorly
constructed barb wire fence are a few
of the objects which go to make up
a very uninviting picture. The coun-
cil should make the sexton keep the
place clean.
The committee appointed by the
three colored Baptist Associations of
Kentucky to decide upon the location
of the Southwestern Kentucky Nor-
mal School, reach;c1 a decision
Saturday after a long deliberation.
Hopkinsville will get the institution.
Henderson was a close contestant
but this city won by a vote of 10 to 7.
The committee then adjourned sine
die. Steps will be takeu at once
looking to the endowment of the in-
stitution.
The enterprising publishers of the
The attention of the city council
Is invited to the fact that the lower
gate to the cemetery is still locked.
This was one of the very few foolish
and acts of the 'late board. There
was no necessity for keeping this gate
locked. It is a source of great incon-
venience to those who wish to visit
the cemetery. Many aged people
who have relatives and friends




Russellville Herald wilt begin the
publication of a semi-weekly edition
on Monday, April 14. The Herald is
already one of the best country news-
rapers in the southern portion of the
stele, and this new venture is the
beet evidence that the people of Lo-
gan appreciate it. The NEW ERA
wishes abundant success to the semi-
weekly lilerald.
Hopkinsville parties visiting
Evansville should remember that
the Sherwood House Is one of the
best equipped and most comfortable
hostelries in the city. The Sherwood
Nfy street sprinkler is In, thorough -Rev. P. 11 Ketuittly,t1 I leader&on,
I condition and will be ready for the will lecture to-night at the Main street
summer's work on Monday. colored *Baptist church on "Home
J. E. CetnoeNe. Mission work and its Building for
Miss Tommie Petree, of Elkton, has the Colored People of the South."
taken a position with Mrs. L. Nash. lie Will itlustrate discourse by
by pituorainie views. The proceeds
will go to the entlownwilt fund of the
colored state university.
Mr. W. W. Phipps complains that
a youtig.white boy cruelly treated his-
horse by putting pies and burs under
Its collie, heel tied up his harness du-
the progress of the services at the
Christian church Sunday t
Tike horse was tied to a fence. Mr.
Phipps claims to know the young
rascal who did it and if the thing is
repeated his namewill be given to
the police.
The eratiint capacity of the Chris
tiau church is not equal to the crowds
which assemble there eaeh night to
listen to the earnest and eloquent
words of the distinguished Virginia
evangelist, Elder Lucas. The meet-
ings have been steadily growing in
'interest since the inauguration of the
revival two weeks ago. There have
been several additions to the church,
two of whom were baptized yester-
day.
In this issue of the NEW ERA ap-
pears an advertismeht of the.old and
well-known brewery of F. W. Cooke.
Mr. Cooke's establishment at Evans-
ville is one of the most extensive of
its kind in the United States, afford-
ing employment to hundreds of la-
borers. His goods are sold in enor-
mous quantities throughout the
South and West and his business is
constantly increasing. Mr. Ferd
Schmitt, of this city, is the local
agent of the F. W. Cooke Brewery.
In the Circuit Court this Tuesday
Judge Petree special Judge, overuled
a motion of NVillis Melinight's attor-
ney for a new trial. McKnight is the
uegro recently convicted of slaying
Ad Torian near Julien, and given 12
years by a jury. To the action of the
court in over ruling motion for new
trial, defendant excepted and prayed
an sppeal, which was granted, and
defendant allowed 93 days in which
to prepare a bill of exception.
The examination of eandidates for
eligibility to the office of County
Superintendent of Common School's,
will be held by the County Board pf
Examiners on the first Saturday in
May, 1890. Those who prefer, can
pass said examination before the
State Board of Examiners on Wed-
nesday, April 9th, Wednesday, May
7th, or Wednesday, June 11th, 1890.
The average percentage required on
the common school branches of edu-
cation being 8:5.
The NEW ERA will soon issue a
carefully prepared index of the lead-
ing and active business houses of this
city, to be circulated through all
parts of the country. Mr. H. J. Da-
vie, a gentleman who has had large
experience in such work on the met-
ropolitan tires will have charge of
the enterprise and will call upon the
leading professional anti business
men of Hopkinsville to solicit cards
for the directory. It will be publish-
ed for free distribution and will be
widely circulated. It will prove a
valuable advertising medium.
In many sections of the country the
condition of the wheat erop is caus-
ing serious alarm. The exceeding
severity of the weather which usher-
ed in the present month, has luta its
effect. The fields which were lately
green with the advanced crops, are
now brown and in many eases entire-
ly bare. The heads of wheat are kill-
ed entirely dead, and where the crop
was beginning to joint it is lost beyond
hope. Many farmers are discouraged
over the result, while others think
that the damage will prove but slight.
The Christian County Medical
Society met Monday afternoon at the
office of Dr. T. N. Blakey. The at-
tendance was unusually large and
very instructive anti an entertaining
session of the body was held.
  pa-
Ringing Noises
In the ears, sometimes a roaring
buzzing sound are caused by catarrh,
that excedingly disagreable and very
common disease. Loss of smell or
hearing also result front catarrh.
Hood's Sareaparilla, the great blood
purifier, is a peculiarly successful
remedy for this disease, which it
cures by purifying the blood. If you
suffer from catarrh, try Hood's Sarea-
parilla, the peculiar medicine.
tire--
THE NEW CHANCELLOR.
Gen. Von Caprivi Appointed as Prince
Bismarck's Stiocesuor.
BERLIN, March 20.—Gen. Von
Caprivi, commander of the Tenth
Army Corps, has been appointed
Chancellor of the Empire to succeed
Prince Ilieniarck. It is announced
that Herr Von Boetticher will be-
come President of the Prussian Min-
istry, and that Count Eulenirerg,
Governor of Hesse Nassau, will sue
ceed Von Boetticher as Imperial
Minister of the Interior. Count Iler-
bert Bismarck will be assigned to an
atnbassadorship. Ministers Herr
Furth and Von Maybach have re-
signed, the latter because he lost
Prince Bismarck's mupport against
the increased demands for strategic
communications.
The appointment of Clem Von
Caprivi as Chancellor of the Empire
is confirmed. The oflice will not,
however, include the direction of the
foreign ministry all during Prince
Bianiarck's Chancellorship. It is
stated that Emperor William inti-
mated his intention to abolish the
office of President of the Prussian
Ministry, which proposal Prince
Iliernarck stoutly opposed. The die-
agreement between the Emperor
and the Chancellor is becoming
wider. The Kaiser asked for another
interview at 10 o'clock in the evening.
To this request l'rince Bismarck re-
plied that he  'seas too old a than  to
come at that hour. Shortly there-
after the Chancellor formally ten-
dered his resignation.
nr. Bull's W m or I hastroyer is wonderfully
edit-melt/us. prescrile-1 it in several
instances and It never failed In a single ease
to have the desired effect. I know of no
other worn, remedy so (*nal ti and speedy in
Its efTect.-J. l' Clement, M. D., Villanow,
Ga.
Is Consumption Incurable?
Read the following: Mr. C. H.
Morris, Newark, Ark., says: "Was
down with Abscess of Lungs, and
friends and physicane pronounced
me an Incurable Consuniptive. Be-
gan taking Dr. King's New Discov-
ery for Conaumption, now On my
third bottle, and able to oversee the
work on my farm. It is the fitiest
medicine ever made."
Jesee Middiewart, Decatur, Ohio,
says: "Had it not been ter Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consump-
tion I would have died of Lung a very severe attack of hepatitis.
Troubles. Was given up by doctors.
Am now In best of health." Try it.
Pharmacy.




A Disastrous Blaze Early
Morning.
J. W. Raymond, pastor Presbyter-
ian church at Brownsville, Tenn.,
says: "'Owen's Pink Mixture' will
Konday regulate the bowe
ls better thau any-
thing lie ever used. For teething
children it is a most valuable reme-
dy. For sale by all druggists.
Three //toren on Ninth Street Destroyed
by the Flaillien.
Another disastrous tire is added to
the long catalogue of Hopkinsville
coutiagrations, and to-day there is an-
other whir break in a large businees
block Oti one of the principal streets
in the city.
At 2 o'eloek Monday morning the
wild alarm iii lire startael people from
their reteeful slumber. Citizens who
hurried to tise eeene found that a tire
origientLie the restattratit of Vratik
It biesee, fill Ninth street, near tlie
depot, was making rapid headway,
and if not checked at once would de-
stroj a very large amount of property
in that vivinity. Before any effectual
work could be done, the flames had
burst through the roof and consumed
the slight wooden partition between
the restaurant aqd the buildieg occu-
pied by Prendau Tate AS a saloon.
ftc ceinbuetible liquids were quickly
caught i flames aud eontributed
greatly to the heat and force. The
stock of gools ill the adjoining bulid-
ing could not be removed before the
fire had communicated with it and
the saloon of Mr. West was taken in
and totally destroyed, ineluding
stock, fixtures, etc., all going up in
smoke mid flame. The stock of gro-
ceries belonging to Mr. L. P. Payne,
who occupied the building adjoining
West, was damaged to such an extent
that they may be reckoned as a total
loss. The fire engine arrived in a
short time after the alarm was sound-
ed, but the boys experieneed coneid-
erable difficulty in op?rating it nue-
eessfully owing to the fact that the
pipes had been allowed to freeze.
Finally the diffieulty was remedied
and several bold streame of water
played with force and effect upon the
tire, coutinne i it to Mr. Payne's store
and checking its progress in that di-
rection.
The heat from the flames was so in-
tense as to endanger Mr. Robert
Wooldridge's livery stable on the op-
posite side of the street, and it was
ueceesary to play upon the large
frame building with hand pumps
duriug the progress of the fire.
Mr. Miles West is the owner of the
buildings widen were erected by him
upon property leased from the Star-
ling heirs. His loss including stock
etc , will not be less than four thou-





Frank Robineone, the colored
restaurant keeper, will lose about
$200, no insurance.
Mr. Payne is unable to estimate
his loss, but it will ['reliably Dot ex-
ceed the amount of his policies.
Bradfield' Female Reguisuoir
Should be used by the young wom-
an, she who suffers from any disor-
der peculiar to her sex, and at change
.f life Ise powerful tonic; benefits all
who use it. Write the Bradfield Reg.
Co. Atlanta, Ga. for particulars.
8 by all druggists.
•11.-
will more than
while lie is only
a
A SHORT WHEAT CROP.
The Growth of the Cereal Badly
Sipped by Jack Frost's
Recent Visits.
SPRINGFIELD, fees., Mareli
Never in the history of wheat raising
inn the State of Illinois hints the
prospect for a good crop changed
m n ore materially tha within the past
ten days.
Up to the fifth day of March the
winter had been mild and the wheat
plant a as never in a more healthy
anti prosperous condition. The plant
had (web advanced by the favorable
scattier, and the thee of year having
arrived, was just ready for a vigorous
start on a spring growth. The plant
was full of healthy ?all, Which had
raised to Knell an extent that it was
very susceptible to the hard frost
when it came. The freeze of a week
 more ago was more fatal than was
at the time supposed. Samples were
presented at the meeting of the State
Board of Agriculture from seven
different counties in central aud
southern Illinois. In these samples
that were taken up by the root, it was
found that the bulb of the root at the
top of the ground was a mass of gum
or jelly, showing conclusively that
the germ of the plant had been killed.
This condition was found more ex-
tensively in the Fultz wheat, of which
variety a large proportion is seeded
in portions of the State where the
land is, or has been inclined to be
swampy. It is a swamp wheat, and
does not set.ni to have stood the frost
nearly a0 well as the old Golden Chaff
or Mediterranean. The frost which
has been still more severe within the
past few days, has certainly not im-
proved the prospect. In fact, the
freeze of Friday and Saturday nights
has been even more severe on the crop
than that of the previous weeks.
Found in a Newspaper.
From Cresco, Iowa, "Plaindealer."
"We have never, as our readers for
"nearly thirty years in this county
"can testify, written a 'puff' of any
"patent medicine. Duty as well as
"inclination impel us to depart from
"this studied silence, to say to our
"readers and the public that, having
"been completely prostrated with a
"violent and distressing cold, after
"three days fighting it with ordinary
"remedies and getting no relief from
"their use, we obtained a bottle of
"Clarke's Extract of Flax Papillon;
"Cough Cure, obtaining almost in-
"stela relief stud a steady improve-
"nient under its use." Large bottle
only $1.00. Ask for Clarke's Flax
Soap. "Best on Earth" 25 cents.
Both the above for sale by H. B. Gar-
ner.
taseatyetie Items.
LaSaY err t:, KY., March 19.—E. R.
Bogard came near havimt a tire at his
drug store yesterday morning, caused
fronea defect in the flue. Five min-
utes more and it would have been be-
yond control, and the wind being
high, it might have destroyed our
little town.
Mr. Isaac Gafford and family were
called to the death bed of his father
Monday. He lived near Cumberland
ri ver.
Mrs. Gafford and son Harry, met
with what might have been a serious
accident Monday. While trying to
drive over some of our almost inn-
passible roads the buggy was upset
with its occupants. No damage done
except a broken buggy.
Mr. C. W. Joiner is on the sick list
this week.
Master Walter Purcell is also on the
sick list this week.
Mr. R. C. Farnsworth, of Pee Dee,
Ky., entered LaFayette High School
on yesterday.
Mr. Fenton Williams, of Clarks-
ville, Tenn., is the guest of Dr. A. W.
Williams and family.
F. R. Hamilton is up anti able to
be back at school again after two
weeks wrestle with the Grippe. -
The Cadiz Telephone hustler is back
In town again to gather what little
news he can.
Mr. Will Pillow is out again after
A. W. Williams and J. W. Griffli
a fishing expedition Tues-
Enos.
Special Notice.
Members of Farmers' and Laborers'
Union of Christian ('o.:
BRETHREN: I am now located at
105 Main St., Hopkinevilie, opposite
Opera House,) where I can be found
every day, and I will be gled to see
you, give you prieee, anti serve you




E F. . CovNi:it,
t'••. ltueinees Awed.
_ e
II. T. Wo sinti_gist at Forest
C!Iy, Ark., says: • "tietth'e Piek
Mixture' saved my lati•y'e life e hid
P11011.1 tic from (harriers and allnIttner
f (.omplaint.
sub-union Meeting.
Enter New Eu t:
"Stii-Wheel" N.) t:511 "Kell) 's"
met and re-erea end will be
hereal knot') in as"Stib- II i•111."
, After opening in regular order two
members were taken in by limit, and
two by pet 1011, 41141 the following
()Myers were then elected for ensuing
year: )‘'. J. Jortlen, Pres.; It. F.
Fuller, N'ice Ja4. F. Ribero',
We. see.; C. S. Hurst, Cor. See.;
Jas. M. Kettuer, Treas.; G. M.
C run k , Chaplain ; Jas. Quinton,
Leeturt.r; Jes. Carpenter, Ass.
Lecturer; C. 11. DWI/ley, (*ermine-
Or; Samuel Ezell, Stewart ; J. T.
Brusher, Door Keeper; Jack lest tier,
Ass. Door Keeper. After which
three delegates were elected to attend
next "County Union," to be held at
Hopkinsville April 25th and 21411,
1590, the names of the delegates are
viz. C. S. litiret, B. F. Fuller and
Jas. F. Rogers. We mean business
awl aim to stick to the principles of
"l'itionisni" at all hazards, and hope
and trust • that the Brethren
throughout the county will stand
with us and help us battle for "truth
and justice.' Our next Sub-Union
Meeting will be held Saturday night
March 22 at 7:30 p. tn. All Brethren
are invited. Fraternally,
F. Roos:Its, See.
F. F. Willa, a prominent hookileal-
er, of :Memphis, Tenn., says: "I
tried .'Owen's Pink Mixture' to cure
my chilk of summer complaint when
all other remedies had failed. It












Thompson Seed Sewers, tte.,
JNO. H. GREEN & Cu.
Important Notice.
Farmers' and Laborers Union of
Christian county:
Eitel' sub-Union will please elect
three delegates and three alternates
at its next regular meeting that have
not already done so,- to represent
each sub-Union at County Union at
Its next meeting to be held in Hop-
kinsville, April 25th and :Nth, 1890
Brethern! see that you elect Moil
who will attend.
Fraternally,
M. D. Davit:, Pres.
C. C. F. & L. U.
E. F. Coveee, See.
Young Johnson, S. & B. R. It.:
After trying many remedies, I pro-
bounce 'Owen's Pink Mixture' the





ARE EVIDENCE That the blood is
tern's:, .:nd that nature is endeav-
-ine to throw of the impurities.
'thing is so beinjelal in assisting
-- :titre fl c,iis specoc (s: s.
• - is a simple 7.egrtable compound. is
rimless to the most delicate child, yet
it forces the poison to the surfing and
e:iminates i; from the blood.
contracted a severe c.sse of blood poison
that untioed rue for business for four years. A
few bottles cf Swift's Smarm (S. S. S) cured
J. C. JoNaS, City Marshal,
Fulton, Arkansas
Treatise on Wood and Skin Dirmses mailed
Ina. SWIFT bractric Co., Atlanta,
PRk.FERRED LOCALS.
FOR SALE.
A farm containing 316 acres, well
Improved, 3 miles south of Trenton.
R. CARD! N, TrellI01), Ky.
Mar.12-2m
Geo. E. Fox wishes a .car load of
eggs, poultry, etc.. every week. Bonte
W'arehouse. t'ash paid.
Take youi poultry, eggs, etc., to
Geo. E. Fox for highest cash prices.
Geo. E. Fox has opened a branch
house in the Boute Warehouse, and
will pay highest cash prices fer eggs,
poultry, etc.
Horse Shoeing.
Will shoe horses all round for 75e.,
from this date by the best workmen.
tilt% 2tuutr20 FotteErs tit Bets.
A nice line of baby Carriagee cheap
at Its:Neitaw t1/4 But
Do You Eat Good Things?
A large lot ot Country Hams for
Sale, at k. S. Hayes' Meat Store.
THE FIRST NATIONAL
Barber Shop offers speeial induce-
ments to the shaving pithily. None
but comiwtent barbers are employed.
proprieters, Gray & Young. will
be pleased to have their many friends
give them a call.
It is now time to paint
your house, Wyly &
Burnett have every-
thing in that line and









For the Choirest Wheel, Liquors,
Beer, on' By.. Whisky 12 years old
at 15 cents a drink call at
R. B. VAUGHAN.
NEXT DOOR TO NEW ERA.
They will treat you fair and appre-
elate your patrnnage. Bourbon Whis-
ky, red or white, $1 50 to $4 00 per
or 50c. per quart up.
Free Lunch at all Hours.
:tMnFOR Ouse CATALOGUE atm PRICES
ATLAS ENGINE WORKS,
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.





Next Door to Front Entrance of
Court House.
Hopkinsville - - Ky
Ft /It It ENT-Dettirable house mid lot on
7th stir,. near South Ky. College.
House a lid lot on Bryan Street. near Clay.
A Ionise, harp- lot anti estithis on Set enth
1.110C44, I,. er Pif quits Kentucky Coliege.
5 talons house ou 1.11"ere, atmet, 512 50 per
""4"1:. f: V I-1! .1' I- 1,1A Ft 4: A 1.K.
le•re lo: on s -'iii s,.1-• t ocelot Mir
/1146 611. 114e ni,. u 1.....:414'111.4, heat mos la tit,
lily. A greet barna i 11.
Klee to anorocr Erineeton Sarts-t and 
I
jest - InoPatApvt:::it:"1.1-totr it, R. water tank.
The Ice house properly no 7th street 11464,
Prim-tato. bridge. Will sell raft whole (sr in
Lots.
The J. W Daniels lot rot 'Jerrie street.
Will be di voits1 into I or ii erek,te
Property on north stiJeltta Strout, 11:1tr de-
pot 141 14.1•6 10 still. 4Li1..P.4.11-01.1.4.,14ell
or 1141411111•14.
r11•41441 the 'lost desirable Md. kneva 4-4.4
• tis street., large lot, 2 obeys, room house,
ontsbuildisigit, etc. Price 0,750.
Out- ()fibs largest and nest appointed remi-
ttent-to on South Alain st rent. all1 MIAOW lj••
acre lat, 1st • bargalti.
seven neon house sod all oul bnIldinga,
cistern 5--ti large Ito. all in aplentilti repair,
wort ti 43o5or . We oder tor $1,31n. tsittnited 'to
North Maio '.5 reel.
Futie 140.110 644/41.V*161.1 101.*:$0teet,on ?youth
:rytinia sitept itt 11 hareem.
The nue M. Lewis lot on NOttit etreer,
flash 5 feet, ean Is. .iivitlt.t,sti as us 1.046.e b
rir••1 Nee Fr*
Free 1.04.11,11.411.4. soul 4•111611iltiifIZ• 1••••,!Y
ut IN 
A bareten.
, Wit/ u,,..01 tile Mu waf,' 't/111.4,1 AM
orett. 
 on
Acre ha will, improvements on soon •Itit
Pi-suction Street very clams..
FARM PROPERTY
acre farm miles front Hopk I tuiville,
on Palmyra road Entine dwelling; 5 rooms;
barn and stable. Nls lil exchange for city
property, or sell cheap.
ti -22.:-k S.i,,.I.tere ea a (artOak Grove, Ky. One of the
best told cheapest (arms I ?southern Ken-
-ism-rm. timber land. I tittles west from Gar-
rettsburg, adjoining Mini. Maxilla King.
142 acrs farm near Wean Fork of Pond





toa.id at soil;K ynp 
fine
timber; stone dwell inc two tenement houses
and all out buildings. Only 61,000.
115 ogre farm, our-linking Fork bottom land,
well improved, adjoining farms of Judge Jot-
McCarroll. Finis Renshaw and others
A cheap 50 mere farm, well improved, near
Pernt 'kel4U acres land east side Cox Mill road, near
eit15Y2cluac"sitri rie,smtirmn1111, 3'.• miles from Pembroke,
finely improved with splen-
did
will Tell at a bargain.
Fine farm of 240 acre*, adjoining Cern lean
Spring'. front and extending to depot. Farm
well improved, with DM acres under geswl
fence, with plenty of good timber and Water.
neon house, two tenementn, barn, stable
and orchard, Good for wheat, tobacco or
stock farm and at a bargain.
on, acre Cann near Garrettsburg. Laud
first-class and farm well improved. Every-
thing In gooti order. Price. 617,.5t10, mne-thIrd
cash, tattooers I and 2 yeani tit 6 per cent.
Ito acres with dwelling. narn, stables, wa-
ter and orchard, 10 miles east from city, and
three miles from Furgusou's Store for fsal.
The finest little tarn). 134 acres, well im-
proved, on I. A. ST Rail rosul, between Oak
Grove and Doug:atm Station, In Chrbdilan
t'o. Ky. Brick dwelling 015 rooms, tobacco
barn, and soil equal to any in the Co.
IGO acre farm known an the Reuben &Min-
tiglLter pePhlars:t;I:mproved tarots in the county and
land very tine. • bargain offered In this
2 miles from Pembroke. One of
The Is. T. carter 611 acre farm, coif of the
finest In South Christian. lies every neceR-
sary subatantial improvement including or-
chard. One mile from Elmo and only three






A tract of land situated at Crofton
Ky., containing 120 acres, 10 acres it
side of corporate limits of Crofto ,
sO acres cleared and under a good
fence, and 40 acres in good timber.
Good dwelling and all necessary out-
buildings and large shedded barn
suitable for tobacco or stock. A well
of lasting water convenient to !meet.
and barn. Will sell at a bargain.
One of the most desirable residences
in the city for sale at a bargain, situ-
ated en south Nlitiu street and known
as the Sam Fox property.
A non-class business house for sale
on reasonable tenni', situated on S.
F. Con of 14th mud Clay Ste., Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
A farni of 125 acres, situated
miles 'mutt, from Hopkinsville, Ky.,
on ('ox Mill road. Improvements
good. 115 ales cleared and 10 acres
in timber
For sale, lots in Stites' addition to
Hopkinsville, Ky. These lots are
well located and are situated west
and east of R. It. :rack.
McPherson lois situated on south
side of 15th St., honklnsviile Ky.
11 desirable lots ror wale. Situated
on east side of (71artsville St., in
Hopkinsville, Ky.. belonging to the
Wallace heirs, and bensg a part of
Sharp addition to the city of Hop-
A farm of 105 acres 3 miles east of
Crofton, all limestone land, well im-
proved, sell at a bargain.
400 acres of land 8 ndlee south of
Hopkinsville, Ky., to:. sale. Ins-
Isrovernent good and lead first-class-
Terms reasonabli
dwellings on Elm Strtet for sale.
46 61 64
16 Brown " " "
" East of Clarksville St., for
ale.
dwelling west side of Virginia St.
o east it si 44 uu
Building lots well located in any
part of the city.
3 dwellings on Elm St. at a bargain.
I dwelling on East Liberty Street.
I dwelling on East side of Virginia St.
1 dwelling near Clarksville St.
1 dwelling on West side of S. Vir. St.
1 residence on N. Bryan St., Hop-
kinsville, Ky., 6 rooms and all neces-
sary out-buildings. Terms easy.
1 residenee on West side of North
Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky., 6 rooms
and all ueeessely
Will sell at a bargain.
FOR RENT.
I dwelling on Campbell St.
46 
" 10th and Clarksville St.
I 44 
" South side 9th St.
I 64 
" Eltil St.
.5 room house east side Jessup Av-
enue. Price $11.50 per month.
Nlt.ans plate. situated on east side
North Mail) St. Large lot with sta-
ble.
Poindexter place situated on West
'dile of South Main St. Large house,
servants rooms anti stable.
room 110Une. Tenth and Clarks-
ville street. Price $12 per month.
Foe RENT—A neat house and lot
on corner of Liberty and 10th Sts.
INSURANCE.
'We write all classes of fire
and tornado insurance and
prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission.
fans negotiated, houses
rented and rents collected;
property listed with us for




For the season of 1890, inlay be found at the stable of the undersigned, on the Princeton road within the II Its
of Hopkinsville.
YOUNG GILDEROY, a Black Spanish Jack, bred by the late C. M. Bell, foaled Nov. 20, 1882, full 131, hands
high, of fine length, heavy built, good form, fine hair, quick and active. Has proven himself one of the surest and
best breeders in the State. Was got by Old Gilderoy, a thoroughbred Spanish Jack: he by Imported Moucerat,
out of an Imported Jennett from Spain. 1st. dam, Prunella, was got by son of Imported Black Monarch; dam
Maggie Brown by the premium Imported Garrenoia, Star of the West, etc.
riraMMILIVIEEIs
Will be permitted to serve mares at $10.00 the season. Mares proveu not to be with foal can be returned next
season free of charge. Negotiable notes due and payable 1st day of August, 1890, will be required at time of ser-
vice. Care taken to prevent accidents, but will not be responsible should any occur. We ask no man's
patronage unless he thinks our stock worthy. Come, see and judge for yourself. Session has commenced and will
end July 1st. 1890.
W. H. TinTfilerri (Sic 400.
laughter Sale
Will be commenced at the clothing house of Pye, Dicken & Wall's
On Thursday Jan. 16, 1890.
And what you and every other reasoning citizen of Christian Uouty
wants to know is how, where and when to buy the best goods for the
least money. We haxe been able since starting in business in Hopkins-
ville, Ky., to give teis infornation correctly, and do it without charge,
and if you will take the trouble to examine our prices below, or what is
ore satisfactory, examine the goods, and get the prices, you will be
convinced that we have no competition in prices, when values are con-
sidered our stock of
BOOTS „ SHOES
Arc) complete, and our prices are lower than ever before. _
Few of Our Bargain:
Boys' and Gents' Linen Collars, late style, this g000d only for
weeks - 7ic.
Gents' Linen Cufis - - 11c.
Scotch mixed underwear, medium weight, mens' sizes retail
for 50 cents - - - 26c
Whith cotton underwear, heavy weight, men's sizes - 39c
Camels Hair Underwear 41c.
Striped cotton underwear, extra heavy weight, worth 76c 44c.
All-wool red underwear, all sizes - - - - - 49c.
All-wool striped underwear, retails everywhere tor $1.25. 79c.
Your choice of any boys' overcoat, worth from $4 to $7.50 $4 00
•
Mens' Suits From $4.00 Up.




A Great Trio, Come and See Them -
AT  
Hopkinsville.
Callis & Walace.,31 Hi ANDERSON & co,s.yr.. in rooms lately oeeu-
pied I.y po+t-(tIllee.
Ciotoorat ion Notice
Not lee is berelty given IMO W. T. itarifonl,
Ie. W. I etimey. J01111 W. MePlierom. .1. It.
Wore, Al. Is. Kelly, J01111 Pye, It. W. Tibba.
James A. Radford, Riley Ely. .%nvirew Sar-
gent, W. ti NI:12,41t• and El W alker heave isto
...elated themselves together, under the cor-
porate 161b1111. "(the II. li. Garner Isrug Co..
mid oi• prl iu Ii'al place of business Hopkinn-
vide, K y. The nature of the but-anew' of the
et trporation I. the compounding and selling
ot &oat'. mistletoe* and all ot her 11111411.11 Ini-
tially kept fitr sale its retail drug stores. The
161 tttttttt t of capital fitficir antliorlied is $10,51011
all It $1,010 paid in. 'I'he said corponttion be-
gan business on the 21 day of Feb , Peal, anti
t he affairs of t he corporation to be conducted
hy a President, Seeretary and Treasurer and
st !head ttf 1M-sr-lora, elected Felt. 21. PM) and
to be annually elected on that day. The
ilighemt amount of intiebtednesa to which the
eorporation Is at any time to subje..t itself is
11,01o. The priv-ate property or the stock
Molders is to be exempt from the corporate
dells winner;
Public Notice. •
Having reconsidered my former announce-
ment tor jailer of Christian county, subject
to the action of the Derma-ratie party, aud
through the advice of my many friends, I
hereby onnotinee myself as an independent

















Aoother Balch of New Bins let ro-
ducted in the Howes
FRANKF4T, KV., March 15th -
'the bills took another spurt yester-
day, and local anti general measures
of all shades of importance were sent
up at the call of the counties.
Several were of considerable interest.
Mr. Thorne introduced a affect-
ing the management of the lunatic
asylums. It takes away from the
superintendent all management of
the business affairs of the asylums,
and vests such control wholly in the
Commissioners, leaving the superin-
tendent nothing to do but to look
after the health aud welfare of the
patieuts. The bill recites that ex-
perience has taught that the feweet
physicians poseeits both executive
and medical ability. It requires the
physician a ho is superintendend
see each patient every day.
Mr. W. H. Srnit4 introduced a bill
to amend the civil code concerning
injuctions. No injunction or tem-
porary restraining order shall be
granted until after the petition shall
he filed, nor by any judge in any
action pending, outside of the circuit
or county where he presides, unless
there is no judge in the proper coun-
ty. No injunction shall be issued
except on reasonable notice. In
various ways it makes injunctions
more difficult to obtain.
Mr. W. B. Smith, of Madison, in-
troduced a bill designed to correct
the evil of corruption in primary
elections. It provides that all prima-
ry elections shall be held under the
rules laid down by the act. When
any political party, through its con-
trolling committee or convention,
shall determine to c a primary
election to nominaar andidatee for
any office-State, coun , district or
municipal-printed notices shall be
given in newspaper or by hand-bills
of the time and place of such election
for at leaet ten deys befofr the elec-
tion. There shall be two judgee and
a clerk at each polljng place, to be
selected by the party authorities,
with the approval of the County
Judge. These officers shall take the
regular oath of officers of election.
Vacanciem shall be filled by the elect-
tors present. Who ever gives any
money or reward of any kind, direct-
ly or indirectly, for influencing any
vote at a primary election, shall be
'Wed $2110 and be linprisoned in the
penitentiary for not more thau two
3.ears. Intimidation at such an eke-
ti•a is to be punished by imprison-
me it in the county jail. Any eaten-
•Iste e of bribery before er during
the election ehall be ineligible to any
office. Polls at all primary elections
shall be opened from 10 a. to 4 p.
m. It puts all such elections under
the safe-guard of the general law,
and pays the election officers out of
the county treasury.
Among the other bills introduced
were the following:
By Mr. Hardin-To prevent freight
discriminations by railroads.
By Mr. Gardner-To amend the
criminal code so as to allow au officer
with a warrant in pursuit of a crimi-
nal to follow him across a county
line.
By Mr. Stephenson-To amend the
Code of Practice to allow the Com-
monwealth ten peremptory chal-
lenges in prosecutions for felony and
three in prosecutions for misde-
meanor.
By W. B. Smith-To prevent the
re-payment of any State tax for
license to sell liquor.
Pembroke Points.
Pembroke, Ky., March 15.-Miss
Mettle Jernigan, of Franklin, who
has been staying with her brother,
Mr. Will Jernigan, returned to her
hoisre Thursday.
Miss Sibyl Stuart was iu town this
-week, visiting Miss Annie Lloyd.
Miss Lizzie Garrott is the guest of
Miss Minnie Forgy.
Mrs. Robt. Graham, of Hadeus-
ville, spent several (lays this week
with her sister, Mrs. J. \V. Williams.
Owing to the rain, the oyster
supper Tuesday night was not as
successful as it had been hoped to be,
but we learn from the ladies of the
society that they made something
over expenses.
There will be services at the
Baptist church Sunday morning at
eleven o'clock, conducted by Rev.
A. C. 'Caperton, formerly editor of
the Wehern Recorder.
Rev. J. D. Jordan, of Paducah, paid
our town a flying visit Wednesday.
'3I'he town trustees have bought two
acres of land adjoiuing the old
Garnett burying place, which will be
laid off in lots and sold for a public
cemetery.
Mr. W. A. Radford left for Louis-
ville to-day with a car load of cattle.
Miss Jennie•Richardson left yester-
day for Hadensville, to spend a week
with her sister, Mrs. Graham.
Miss Annie Fruit and Miss May
Adcock weut to Russellville yester-
day to spend a few days with Mrs.
J. P. Fruit.
The latest news from Rev. T. E.
Tiller is that he is not improving as
rapidly as he hoped to.
The Adairville correspondent of
the Russellville Herald-Enterprise,
says: Mr.. Eumtice A. Hail has re-
signed his position as aersidant cash-
ier of the People's Bank at this place
to take effect July 1st. Mr. Hail has
accepted the poeition of Cashier ofthe new Pembroke Deposit Bank, an
Institution just organized 'with a
capital of $50,0(e), made up by about
forty-five of the most prominent
eitizens of Pembroke aud Fairview.
The people of Pembroke secure in
Eustice a young man of push, energy
and enterprise, they gain and Adair-
ville loses a promising young mau.We regret the loss tart are proud of
his success. Mr. Hail has for nearly
three years been with the People's
Bank, a banking institution of
prominence in Kentucky, being well
and favorably known, iu which he
has fully demonstrated his ability
for business and ae a banker. Suc-
cess to him in all his walks is the
wish of all in this commueity.
DA vi
Mad Dog Killed.
Sunday afternoon S. If. Ward,
who lives on the farm belonging to
Judge Joe McCarron, about three
miles from town discovered a mail
dog,with every symptonfof hydropho-
bia iu its worst form, running ebout
his premises, snapping at whatever
it met. Later on he succeeded in
killing the animal, but not until lie
found out that it had bitten a numbAr
of valuable hogs and several dogs
belonging ta him.
Hopkinsville Hedicat Club.
An organization of the Hopkinsville
medical fraternity was effected lard
night under the above title. The
tneeting was held in the office of Dr.
F. M. Stites over the Planters bank
and nearly all of the local physicians
of the Allopathic school were peesent.
The club wae organized under a con-
stitution and by-laws, and the object
will be to promote the interests of
the fraternity by the mutual exchange
of ideas,ete., pertaining to the medical
profession. The club promises to be-
come a very interesting body and all
of its members are elated over its au-
spieious inauguration. The constitu-
tion provides that the club meet
twice every month. The following
cancers were elezted at the meeting
last night: Dr. P. M. Stites, Presi-
dent, Dr. T. W. Blakey, Vice Presi-
dent. J. Southall, Secretary and
Treasurer,
We! .





A Most Effective Combination.
Tu. welt basin Toddle and Nervine Is raining
EvidaZsrar:Ver fm Debilitty'relliTaPea911awl 111111billaatsd conditions of .th7e.sys-
Mistrewatlies• tbe triedisct, and bodily fsncUons;lowers out Nemo. t akisdigostion ; neMem lageDed er lest Vitality. asd brents back
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For sale by Harry B. Garner.
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TO BE SOLD BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.
The prospectus and cornolete outfit
for canvassing will be res.'v imme-
diately .
Agents wishing desirabl.. territory
on this great. work will please ad-
dress, se soon as possible, the pub-
lishers,
BELFORD COMPANY,
18-r East Pith For,* NEW YORK.
Ekr A.  c)-i-77.3ELAT, is
ELECTRIC BEL7




tor .5 rm.. As 37 Court Place, now at
=Market Street, lieille,Ky
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1; Hermon St., Worcester, Mos..
orniand WItinkiliF RAMScured at home with-out pain. Book of par-ticulars sent FREE.B. M.WOOLLEY.M.D.
Atlanta, itaa. unwell/0y Vihitehall
AGENTS WANTED:7 old ireli-
Ir‘psitlis quiek seliCs. 1481111;1: (bre"' •A ujitr;
opportunity. tito. A. Scott ,142 It'w ay, N. Y
DE
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE
A Scientific and Standard Popular Median Trent' -secm the Errors of Youth,Preuiat Ire Decline, Ne,.and Physical impurities of the IncieL
EXHAUSTEDVITAL
-2-UNTOLD MI.SER
Resulting from Folly, Vice, Ignorance, Excesses or
Overtaxation, Enervatino stet unfitting tbe icti,..
for Work, Business, the Social Relic
Avoid saelellful pretemiere Posose th;ti rre-twork. It contains 3o0 pages, we sl Bva...ti 1.?
binding. emboseed, full et:L. Pri (rely 11.t. I I
mail, postpaid, couce.aled In etd.li s;,per. • .
buoy Prospectus Free. lf you epp.y ROW 'idiatin:uistasi wither, Wm. II PtirLt r, M. P., re-ceived the GOLD AND JEWLIALlill MED'S I.
frost the National Medical Association forrids PRIZE EsSAY en NI;I:VOUS ncdPHYSICAL DEBILITY.Dr.Parkerund &corps
of Assistant Physiciscis may be esinstilmd. confi-
dentially, by mail or in at the office of
THE PEABODY' ME ICA INSTITUTE.
Ns. 4 *stench St., Beaten. Marrs.. to whom CIorders for books or letting far advice atimet
directed as above.
MADE W.-11 BOUND WATF.P.E p pS
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.
OCOA
MADE WITH BOILING MILK.
HINDERCORNS.
The only sure Cure for Corns. Stops all
oain. Ensures comfort eo the feet. 15e. at
Druggists Mimeo x Co.. N. Y.
""iou CONSUMPTIVE
Have you Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma, In-
digestion! Use PARKER'S GINGER TUNIC.
It has cured the worst cases and Is the best
remedy for all Ills arising from defective
nutrition. Take in time. We. and 3100.
'MAKES rp,TH
CHILD 131F;HonEBN0SR-





eltdkrtng from the effects of youthful errors. sift
decay. weakness. lost manhood. ere., I win
send a Vlil le treatise (sealed. containing full
particulars for home cure. FREE or charge. A
splendsd medical work . should lee road by every
man who is narrow and debilitated. Addling.
Prat. P. C. FOWLER, lloodna,_Conne
ALESMEk
WANT ED.
tO canvass for the sal, of Nursery Stork!
Steady employment guaraliteed. GOOD
PAY for successful men. Apply at oncestating age. Mention this paper
ALIFIAM.0 NI:MEM COMPANY.2-7-2m. HUNTSVILLE, ALA.
FOR MEN ONLY!
A POSITIVE Par LOST 6r Mr° SSINH°431).General and 0178 DEB
CURIO Wsakness sf Body sad Mad Effect;•Kd of Erma. or lizeteree in Old ar Young.Wawa. Solar •0110100 folly itesior,•. How le Valente lubdknerioabo• SliEllagr FLOPS!. 04 %%Mk PL Web ”rsonv.••••111.• SOUK 11111LCTIONT- tiewity I• • day
So. Intify from 4: Hine, 7...otter.... 11.4 Forelegs( eostrloyi.Ito. eau tot. them. Soot. Niles olitut: be. sad pr..% mailed
111.104) ••••••• 111E 1111111tAl GI.. &SHAM 5. 1,
$75.00 to $250.vv be wade work-
An A iki,,NT If Call
int. for us. Agents preferred who can fur-nish a horse and give their whole tinie to thebusiness. Spare momenta may be prodtablyemployed also. A few vacancies in towns•nd eine& B. F. JOHNSON a CO., 11.09 MainSt. Richmond, Va.




NEVER OUT OF ORDER.
If you desire to purchase a sewing machine,
ask our agent at your edam for or ribs and
If you cannot fInd our Arcot. wr1to
to nearest address to you below named.
NEI HoNE saveG MACHINE aCIAILE,W‘SS.cmc•ao - 21 MON SQUARE,NY.- Deti.As.Lt.. ATLANTA GA. T tX.VC LOUIS MO. CkL
AGES I'S WANTED
Address H. A. LOZIER &CO.,
340 Superior at., Cleveland.
TO MACKINAC
SUMMER TOURS.
PALADII STCAMERS. Low RATES.
four Tripe per Ple•k Between
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Petoskey, Iseult Am Marie, and Lake
Karon Way Porta.
Malay Week Day Between
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
gradery TS" beteg Jew isty, Anon we arrs.
Drab/. Delay Lane Between
OH/CAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
OUR ILLUSTRATILD PAMPHLET,
ions mg ameasbell Rieke% WM b. funnelled
by rear Tames Agent. sr addrer•
1. 5. winT00.11,111. P. A., Drisiso, Mies.
Detroit mod IlMeelasse Moue Zee. ass
eek-e- .gazis0-
•Se• • • •
KR LUCAS. A GI ANT COMBINATION.
On his bold visage middle age,
slightly pressed Its signet sage,
But had quenched the open truth,
And der:, vehemence ot youth.
fie has a faee that would attract
your attention even among a crowd
of prominent men; a face you would
never take for that of a tnitileter.
The calm composure and quiet resig-
nation usually seated upon the clerk
cal brow is not there. His counte-
nance is indicative of mental streugth
and Iron resolution. His restless eye
reflects the purpose of a grasping
mind ceastelessly struggling with
great ideas. When he speaks the
struggle is over. The idea is eve %-
eti clear and tranepareut clothed in
words which carry it straight to the
heads of his hearers. He is no sur-
face orator, but he has the faculty of
bringing to the surface thoughts that
might have rema,ned hidden arid
le-t le the meshes at Hie It
Ile is notleng if not positlVe. There
is no shadow of doubt iu his logic, no
vulnerable poitlt open to the spear
of question, lu his argument, His
bold assertions sometimes Marne,
and you wonder what line of argu-
ment he will pursue to prove them.
He follows a ith facts %Inch earry-
eonviction and his idea dawns upen
you in a new light, yet so perfect
SO simple that ou wouder, "why had
I not seen it before." He is like no
one except Sam Joaes, and he suffers
by this comparison. He is no pul-
pit clown, yet his words frequently
provoke mirth. His knowledge of
buillifil nature acquired by study and
observation enables him to etrike the
varieties of the present and the delu-
sions of the day with a keen blade,
but the blow is leveled at the exist-
ing evil and not at the feelings and
sensibilities of Its victims. He as-
saults Si le from a hatred of sin and
not front a desire to wound the weak.
His war on vice is prompted by a
love of good and a high conception of
his responsibility, not from a vain
desire to acquire a cheap reputatiou
by merciless abume t.f the vicious.
When he has reared one of his
matchless arguments, it stands like
an impregnable fortrefre, not a flaw
in its construction, not a vulnerable
point in its architecture.
lKlesirier4;71ta at the Asylum.
beaut ail College anti Univer-
sity building in Queen's Park, Toron-
to, was receutly destroyed by fire.
The buildiug coet about $400,000,
years ago, when material was cheap.
It could not be replaced to-day for
twice that amount. The library with
its 35,000 volumes emoting $.00.000,
was first deetroyed. There were 800
etudents in attendance upon the Uni-
v.- rsity, many of whom lost al/ they
hail in Looks and clothing. The fire
occurred at 6:30 p. and waeeaused
by the explosion of an oil lamp. The
flames spread rapidly and had the
explosion of the oil been later in the
night, lives would have paid the
penalty. The chief of the fire depart-
ment blames the University authori-
Dem for want of needful preeaution in
lighting such a building with coal
oil lamps. In view of such a calami-
ty as this, no one should call in
question the recent actiou of the
Asylum commismionem in putting
Electric light in the building. Doubt-
less coal oil lighting has been a
necessity at this as at other eimular
institutions, but since electricity is
available for lighting purposes, a
failure to substitute it for the danger-
ous kerosene lamps, would be
almost criminal. This conviction
is emphasized when one thinks of the
conflagration of an Justine Asylum
aud the horrible possibilities conse-
quent upon it.
Buck Ien'a Art e
The Best Salve in the world for
'uts, Bruises, Stites, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fevst Sores, 'fetter,
'trapped Hands, Ch 'blaine, Corns
and all Skin Eruptione. and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
tion, or money refunded. Price 25
cents per box. For sale by H. B.
Garner.
Radford-Clardy.
On Wednesday March 12th, at 3
o'clock Mr. W. D. Radford and Miss
Mary Clardy were united in mar-
riage, at the residence of the young
latlly'm mother, near Bells station.
The immediate relatives and a limit-
ed number of intimate friends of the
contracting parties were present to
witness the ceremony, to extend con-
gratulations and partake of the re-
past which followed the auspicious
event.
Mr. Radford and his young bride
are both well known aud dertervedly
popular in eocial circles. The
former is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Radford, of Pembroke and is
a young man poesessing all the traits
which go to make a strong character
and a useful citizen. His bride is a
highly educated anti accompliehed
young lady, who enjoys the love and
esteem of a wide circle of friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Radford will reside
at their home near Pembroke.
B. B. B. "Botanic Blood Balm."
If you try t his remedy you will say as many
others have aaid, that It is the beta blood
purifier and tonic. Write Blood Balm Ca,
Atlanta, Ga., for book of convincing testi-
mony.
J. P. Davis, Atlanta, Ga. ;West Flroi ,
writes: 'I consider that B. B. B. ham pernia-
nently cured me of rheumatism and
sciatica."
H. R. Saulter, Athens, Ga., says: "B. B. B.
cured me of an ulcer that had rcsisted all
other treatment.
E.G. Tinsley, Columbiana, Ala., writes:
"My mother and slater had ulcerated sore
throat and se.rofu'a. B. B. B cured them."
Jacob F. Sponcler, Newnan. Oa., writes:
"B. B. R. entirely cured me of rheurnatisin
in my shoulders. I used six bottles '
Chas. Reinhardt, No. 21r2t1 Fountain Street.
Baltimore, Md.,. writes: -I suffered with
bleeding piles two years, and am glad to say
that one bottle of B. B. II. cured me."
3. J. Hardy, Toccoa, (la., writes: "B. B. B.
is a quick cure for catarrh. Three bottles
cured me. I had been troubled several
years."
A. Spink, Atlanta, Ga., says: "One bottle
of It. B. completely cured my child of
eczenia.''
W. A. Pepper, Fredonia, Ala., writes:
"B. B. B. cured cuy mother of ulcerated sore
throat."
Candidates for Appellate Court Clerk.
The candidates, as far as known
now to be in the race for Clerk of the
Court of Appeals, are widely dis-
tributed over the State. They are as
follows: Geo. H. Madden, of Louis-
ville; Capt. James B. Martin, °Riles-
gow, Hon. 0. M. Adams, of Barbour-
ville; Capt. T. G. Poore, of Hickman
county; W. W. Longman., of Harri-
son county; John I). Shaw, of Trigg
count; Capt. James Willis, of Grant
county; Capt. John Rogers, formerly
of Barbourville, but now residing at
Middlesborough; R. H. Vanzant, of
Elliott county; Howard French, of
Mt. Sterling, and W. Frank Brink-
ley, formerly of Pulaski, but now a
resident of Louisville. It will be
seen that the first Congressional dis-
trict has two candidates, Messrs.
Shaw and Poore. The Sixth district
hae one, Capt. Willis. The Seventh
district has one, Mr. Longmoor. The
Tenth district has four candidates,
Maj. Adams, Capt. Rogers, Mr. Van-
zaut and Mr. French. Capt. Martin
is the only representative of the
Eleventh district, for Mr. Brinkley,
although formerly a resident there,
now calls Louisville his home. Mr.
Madden may be considered a Fifth
district candidate, although he is also
claimed by the Second, his native
district.
The h. & N. and Pennsylvania Rail-
road Compante« P001 11/1111O-11.
Louisville, Eaetern Kentucky, aud
in fact the entire State will suffer
front the ultimate effectil of the.great
coup by which the Pennsylvania
company secures Louisville's only
competing northern outlet, aud the
L. st N. grasps the Southern outlet.
Negotiations which have been quietly
going on for eome time, culminated
Wednesday in the greatest railroad
deal which has taken place for many
years. These two merciless monopo-
pelieri pooling their 'settee and pull-
trig tegether, have concluded the deal
which canbot but prove a serious
blow to the interests of Kentucky.
The Louisville Poet sums up the situ-
ation in the following words:
By this dear Letai-ville is as coin-
pleieet I•eitillied ais -le Was before
...e N A et C atid toe LoUt-vho•
soul:tern were built benefits ot
competition are taken away from us.
We are left at tile mercy ot one organ-
ization. Ratee ean be made whatever
it Suite the men in charge of this
grand combination For marry years
Louisville suflered for a ciaupetine
line South. The large majority of
our trade vault. from tins tiirettion,
but the L. et N. having a practieal
monopoly of the Southern businealt
for many years it made what rates it
pleased, arid the merehants of Louis-
ville were at the mercy of that corpor
atian. Cudeathis state of affairs the
lieceesity for a new road to the South
induced a lot of enterprising Louis-
villians to undertake the building of
it. After a great deal of trouble and
serious interference from the L. & N.,
the Louisville Southern was built.
The city had a competing line to the
South, and our business has grown
inmiensely in consequence. The
competition has been a thorn In the
side of the L. & N. It forced that
company to modify its rates; it pre-
vented it from litiving a monopoly of
Southern business.
All of the L. &N. eymtein, sweeping
the entire South centers iu Louisville.
The Louisville Southern which was
built to check the le & N. in its exor-
bitant freight rates, by this deal be-
comes a part of the latter syeteni and
will be operated and controlled by it.
Thum Louisville is again at the mer-
cy of the L. & N. on the South while
the Peneylvania Company acquiring
by the deal, absolute control of the
Louisville, NeW Albany and Chicago
road, and having a thorough under-
standing with the L. & N., will have
its own way on the North.
Everyone will await with anxiety
the official announcement of the eoup
and the development of the policy of
the giant combination.
M INNERS leo I t BOYS.
Simple Rulers That A rt. the Founda-
tion of eryday Etiquette.
Hat lifted in saying "good-bye" or
“Ii.ow do you do."
Ilia lifted when offering a eeat in a
car er in acknowledging a favor.
Keep step with anyone you walk
with.
Always precede a lady up stairs,
and ask her if you may precede, her
in passing through a crowd or public
place.
Hat off the moment you enter a
street door and when you step into a
private hall or office.
Let a lady pass first always, unless
she asks you to precede her.
Iu the parlor stand until every lady
iu the room is seated, also older per-
sons.
Rise if a lady conies in after you
are seated, and stand till whe takes a
seat.
Look people straight in the face
when speaking or being spoken to.
' Let ladies paes through a door first,
standing aeide for them.
In the dining room take your seat
after ladies anti elders.
Never play with knife, fork or
141)0011.
Do not take your napkin in &hunch
in your hand.
Eat as fast or ati elute as others, and
tined' the course when they do.
Riee when ladies leave the room
and stand till they are out.
If all go out together, gentlemen
titaiel by the door.till ladies pass.
Special rules for the mouth are that
all noise in eating and smacking ef
lips should be avoided.
f'over the mouth with hand or nap-
kin when obliged to remove anything
from It.
Use your hautikerchief unobtrusive-
ly always.
Always knock at any private room
door.-Honie Journal.
A SUNDAY LYNCHING.
ift Retribution For Nlisoi Tinder's
Brutal Assailant.
I I muoLter, March I7.-At 3:30
o'clock at Gadsden, TVIIII., a mob
eliot and killed Henry Williams, the
negro who brutally malt reabal a white
lady in that vicinity some days ago.
He Was shot fifteen times.
The crime for which Williams met
death was one of the most shoeking
that ever occurred in this vicinity.
On Saturday, March], Miss Tinder,
au tehmarried lady about 60 years of
age, living alone, was discovered at
her residence in an unconscious con-
dition. Her person bore marks of
violence, aud her face and hauds
were considerably scratched. A phy-
sician was summoned and she was
soon restored to consciousness. She
stated that about 7 o'clock the pre-
vious night some oue rapped on het
door and she, thinking It Was sonic
neighbor, removed the fastening and
opened the door. She was immedi-
ately 9:ruck to the floor by a blow
from a heavy stick in the bander of a
negro man, whom she recognized.
She rose from the floor, made a strug-
gler to defend herself, and was again
knocked down. She fell nesr the
bureau and says she remembers
reachineher hand into the drawer
for a pistol which was there. Before
getting the pistol, however, she saw
the negro had become alarmed, eith-
er that her screams tnight draw the
neighbors or that she might get the
pistol. Ile leaped from the room,
and she remembers closing the door
upon him. She remembers uo more.
• ---
Kincaid Indicted for Murder.
WASHINceros, March 17.-The
grand jury, after exanduing the wit-
nesses who testified at the inquest on
Saturday, presented Kincaid for the
murder of ex-Congremsman Taulbee,
and the district attorney was directed
to prepare an indictment to be sub-
mitted to the court. Since his con-
finement at the district jail Cor-
respondent Kincaid has grown
alarmingly worse, and 'it is believed
that lie cannot live much longer. He
is a very sick man, and there is little
hope for an improvement in his con-
dition if lie is forced to remain in
confinement and where lie eannot
receive proper treatment. It is now
understood that Senator Voorhees
will be the principal counsel for Mr.
Kincaid when lie is put on trial for
the killing of ex-Representative
Taulbee. Senator N'oorhees has had
iseveral long consultations with Mr.
Kincaid, aud has marked out the line
of defenee.
Back Water Feared.
NEW ORLEANS, March 17.-The
Picayune's Placquemine special says :
A letter has been received by the
President of the Police Jury parish
from Maj. H. B. Richardson, Chief
Engineer of the State Levee Board, in
which he expresses the opinion that
the water from the Sappington and
Raleigh or Pecan Grove crevasses,
now going through the Tenses Basin,
will come back upon us, and at a
time that may cause the river below
to rise higher than ever before, and
urges po!ice juries and the people to
prepare fa, a good deal more water.
He states it I that the water above
viva Wog than ia 1882 and 1884.
RAPIDLY DISAPPEARING
REPUBLICANS MAILING LARGE
RAMS ON THE SURPLUS.
Factsiviatilsil reanefiSeltiotwolfngApiphaiti.lhere
Ha Proportions.
The Treasu y surplus has practi-
cally dimappe ed. From $140,000,000
it has been dr bled away until it is
not now more than $20,000,000. The
most artful j gling of figures can no
longer conceal the fact that Republi-
can extravagance is on the threshold
of plunging the country into a vast
deficit. the proportions of which are
simply appalling. The situation has
been hinted at occaitionally hereto-
fore, but no critical analysis of the
threatened despoliation of the Treas-
ury was made until ex-Speaker Car-
Julie took up the matter aud com-
piled the 'Litton tiding facts. The re-
eult of his investrgatious and calcu-
ations will he found iu the following
interview with a Cincienati etiquirer
representative the other day:
"The repeal of the limitations
elause in the law granting errearages
of pensions" said Mr. Carlisle, "will
require the immediate payment 01
t-171,0o0,00) ou account ef pension',
alreadyFallowed, and a great many
nuillione every year in the future ou
account of pensions lierealter allowed
on 'applications now pending. The
Grand Army tiervice pension bill,
now pending before the committee,
will requre $144,000,000 per linntlITI in
addition to the amount now being
paid on account of wounds and dis-
ease contracted in the service. This
sum of $144,000,000 includes nothing
for the widows and dependent parents
of soldiers who may hereafter die
while drawing service pensions.
"It is etitimated," continued the ex-
Speaker, "that there are now surviv-
ing 30,000 soldiers who were in prison
duiing the war, and the bill for their
benefit proposes to pay $2 per day for
eaeh day of imprisonment, which
will require the immediate disburse-
fluent of about $10,000,000, and this
class of peueieners will take $3,768,000
eaeli year for the future. The De-
pentieut Pension bill now und:r dis-
cussion in the Senate arid which will
be passed in a few days, will require
about $50,Q00,000 per annum."
"What other pension propositions
will be likely to be passed?" asked
the Euquirer representative.
"The bill increasing the pensione of
a certain class of so diers frotu $50 to
$72 per month has already passed and
will increase the pensiod expendi-
tures about $100,000 per mouth. An-
other bill proposes to increase the
peneionm of all soldiers who have lost
an arm or lee to $50 per month, au('
to pay the difference between that
rate and the rate they have received
from the close of the war uutil the
eretient time, which, it is estimated.
will cost $25,0(10,000. It is proposed
also to grant penelone of $25 a month
to all army nurses, which would re-
quire an annual expenditure of $4,-
000,000. These are not all the general
pension bills pending in Congress,
but they are enough to show the
reckless manner in which the Repub-
lican party proposes to legislate upon
this subject. The bills I have enu-
merated," said Mr. Carlisle, "if pass-
ed will add $708,6(18,000 to the $100,-
000,000 now already expended for pen-
sions. Besides this," added Mr. Car-
lisle, the bill to refund the direct tax
a ill require $27,000,000. A bill will
also be passed to pay subsidies to the
owners of stearushipa.for a period of
teu years, which will require about
$6,000,0000 the first year, and at least
$9,000,000 per annum before the time
expires. A bill has already been re-
ported in the Senate appropriating
$126,000,000 for coast defensee, $21,-
000,000 of which is to be expended
during the ensuing year. And it is
proposed also in another bill to ap-
propriate $300,000,000 for the con-
struetion of vessels, guns, etc., for
th'e'SnVah‘a3;:its tl:e present condition of
the national finances?" asked the En-
quirer ruan.
"Even if there should be no reduc-
tion of the revenue by a revision of
the tariff or a repeal of the tax on to-
bacco," replied Mr. Carlisle, "the
Secretary of the Treasury estimates
in his official report that the total
receipts of the Government from
all sources for the next flocs
year will be $385,000,000, and he
estimates that the expenditures al-
ready provided for by law, iucludiug
the sinking fund will be $341,430,477,
leaving a surplus of $43,56V,522.
"But," continued the ex-Speaker,
"it is already apparent that the ap-
propriations for the ordinary expenses
of the Government for the next fiseal
year will be largely in excess or the
Secretary's eritimate. It has been
stated on the-floor of the House by
a Republican member of the Com-
mittee on Appropriations that the
sum of $442,099,110.30 will be required,
and if this is correct there will be a
deficit of $57,099,110, instead of a sur-
plus, even if none of the extravagant
appropriations that I have mentioned
shall be made.
"I have not mentioned the French
epoilation claims, a large part of
which will almost certainly be al-
lowed by the present Congrese, be-
cause opinions differ widely as to the
amount. Seine estimate this as high
as $40,000,000. '1'lle Blair educational
bill, which has passed the Republican
Senate three times heretofore and
which is now under diecuseion in that
body, proposes to appropriate $79,000,-
000, of which $77,000,000 is to be ex-
pended for educational purposes and
$2,000,000 in the erection of school-
houses."
is conti with influenza.
Brietls.
BEv .-Perry Johnson
Mrs. J. S. Moss is convalescent,
after a severe spell of grip anti ma-
larial fever.
Mrs. W. K. Perry has recovered
from a slight attack of pneumonia.
Mrs. M. A. Maeon aud daughters,
Sadie and Lizzie, returned home to-
day after a pleasant visit to Mrti. M.
E. Wills.
A union prayer meeting w II be
held at Beverly Academy on very
Sunday evening, mervices will om-
mence at 3 o'clock.
Mr. Jai* Bradshaw and family, of
Longview, visited Mr. M. It. Brad-
'thaw to-day.
Alfred Major left yesterday, to vis-
it friends in Evansville, Ind., be will
be absent several days.
Mr. Montgomery Adams left a few
(lays ago for Louisville, with a car
load of cattle.
Messrs. Davis & Wills are receiving




That you must not give cigarettes
to miaors.
"'That next to the Weekly NEW ERA,
the Saturday Nevi ERA ia the best
advertising medium In Southern
Kentucky.
To remember that Saturday's New
ERA WIII henceforth be nettled as an
eight-page edltion.
To send the name of your visitors
ta tile New ERA.
To sign your own name to articles
you write for publication, as a guar-
antee of good faith.
That the grand jury lias not yet
adjourned.
That the Daily New ERA, includ-
ing the Saturday's edition, only
oosts 15 cents per week.
THE LRVEMII BREA K NG.
An I mmenseaVolanie of Water Muds-
big Through the Raleigh Crevasse. !
NEW ORLEANS, Mareli 17.-The
Timee-Deniocrat's Vicksburg epecial
of March 16, says: A personal visit
made to Raleigh or Pecart Grove levee
to-day eatisfied your correspondent
that the report hal not exaggerated
the extent of the damage. At 3
o'clock thie afternoon the crevasee
was 1,000 feet or more wide and the
ends were caviug so rapidly that 'twee
foolhardiness to approach them. 'fbe
levee is nearly flfteen feta high and
the inumentre volume of water was
rushing through it in a stream ten Or
more feet deep. The extent of the
crevasse aud the immense amout of
water delivered by it may be esti-
mated by the fact that iu the twenty-
four hours ending this evening the
river hate fallen three recites Sit Vieke-
burg and four !riche,- . • Luke Provi-
dence, though teeing speedily prior to
the erevaese Asmistant Engi ever
Th011ip1400, who arrived at the cre-
viteee this evening, is quoted as say-
ing that no crevasite at thmt point
along the eutire line of the Fifth
Levee District could occission such
seriouti results as the one at Raleigh.
The steamt-r Osceola, which took
Capt. 1 oung, of the United States
engineers to Greenville last night,
was due there this evening with a
large quantity of material to be used
in holding the ends of the levee and
prevent further caving and enlarge-
ment. This work will he directed by
Engineers Thotnpsou and Hyde, and
will be allowed the use of a pile dri-
ver. The tug Parker arrived at 6 p.
tn. from the crevam.:e at returns at 12
to-night with material and proyis-
ions. The water from the crevasse
has backed up several Inches and
flooded several plantations. It will
overflow fully one-fourth of East
Carroll Parish and the greater part of
Tenses and Madison parishes. The
eastern part of the latter will eseape.
The water has not yet reached the V.
S. & P. Railway, and probably will
not for several days. The crevasse
has excited much consternation in
these parishes and stock is being and
will be removed.
Thinkers Will Heed This.
Not one phymiclan in a thousand t as eversucceeded in relieving a person suffering frontwe-k and wasting or roneumptive kidney.,yrt they continue to experiment, and afterthe death of their patient ask for their fee.The kidneys is a delicate organ and yet goodhealth in a large measure depends upon ite
propes action. Let the kidneys become soreor insctive, and uric acid is eliminated fromthe etTete matter that passes too slowly out
of the system. From this caud arises manymysterious pains in the back, s de, shoulder,Joints •nd limbs, A feeling of ennui tu mesover the %let im. The world seetne dark andgloomy. The nerves become shattered:suicide is contemplated, and one's COIL! t onis most pitiable. Dr. Bull'a Sanuiparilla
rOntaillla such herbal juices as weak kidney,demand. It has r lieved and cured inanereties that doctors gave up as hopeless. freireee. decay and aids the kidneys in a pt. r-form/ince of their natural function.
NO. 0.1.
Condone...0r and Engineer In Trouble
for V iota( ing an Ord i
Freight train No. 65 will not be
likely to block the croesings in the
city of Hopkinsville again. Hardly.
The Conductor and Engineer on this
train will in the future respect the
ordinance prohibiting trains standing
across streets longer than eight min-
utes. Verily. They will not again
defy the law and ignore the wishes of
people who shiver in the rain aud
cold, awaiting their pleasure.
Scarcely. The officers in charge of
this train allowed it to stand scram
Seventh street this morning longer
than the limit. A Policeman ap-
proached one of the brakesmen and
inquired for the Conductor. "I am
the conductor" said the brakesuran.
"Then I arrest you," replied the
officer and started to the cita- court
room with his prisoner.
Half Ay down town the man, who
gave his name as O'Connell, admitted
having deceived the policeman in
representing himself as the Conduc-
tor. He was then heal on charge of
assisting the Conductor to escape
and required to put up $10 for his ap-
pearance. 'The warrants of arrest
have been issued for M. A. Smith,
the Conductor and James illeasoe,
the Engineer of 65 T;uey will be
arrested aud require,' to answer for
the flagrant violation of chapter XIX
article 2. There are no flies on our
police force. A few more leetions
and the law will be respected.
CHRISTIAN C`OUN1Y FAIR co.
The Driving Park Asaociation Abolish-
ed and a Fair C' patsy Organized.
A nen. directory of the Driving
l'ark Association was elected Satur-
day afternoon at a special meetiug.
It is made up as follows: W. T. Rad-
ford, Wm. Jessup, M. V. Dulin, J. C.
Moore, 1'. L. Graham, J. R. Caudle,
H unter Wood.
The new directory will hold its first
meeting on next NVedueeday anti will
organize the "Christian County Fair
Conipauy." The Driving Park As-
sociation will cease and the new fair
company will enter upon what prom-
hies to -be a very prosperoue existence.
It will be the aim of the directors to
make the Annual Christian County
Fair the most thorough agricultural
and mechanical exhibition in South-
ern Kentucky, and by liberal induce-
ments in the way of premiums, ring
prizes, ete., to eueourage and promote
au interest in the breeding of flue
stock. The names of the new direc-
tors is sufficient guarantee that their
plate,' will be put into execution.
Many imeortant changes are to be
made in the management of the Ate
sociation. It is probable that two
other names will be added to the di-
rectory. Running races are to be ab-
olished and only tro ting races al-
lowed.
s
Circle Meeting at Crenori, March 29
and 30.
After reports from Churches the
following subjects will be discussed:
1. Importance of a coverted church
membership. A. C. Dorris.
2. How can we make our Sabbath
more profitable? J. W. Boyd.
3. How can we become more iuter-
ested in Bible study? J. Helvetii'.
4. How con we cultivate a spirit cf
liberality? J. W. Spurliu.
5. What can we do for the spiritual
culture of Our young people. J. W.
Rust.
6., The Providence of God displayed
in the origin of Baptist Foreign Mis-
sions. B. F. Eager.
7. Encouragements to labor for
Christ. B. M. Bogard.
J. F. Dagg.
B.- F, Eager. Corn.
T. C. Hantrery.)
Made Brutes of Children.
ST. PETERSBURG, March 17.-
(amid Zourobotf has been tried at
Velleouia and acquitted on a charge
of cruelty to children. He bought
four 3-year-old childreu from poor
parents, confined them in separate
rooms and taught them absolutely
nothing.
They were waited oL by a deaf and
dumb attendant, but, kept in large,
well-warrned rooms and supplied
plentifully with wholesome food, but
allowed uo clothes. The count claim-
ed in explanation of his extraordinary
conduct that he wanted to see what
were the instincts of the natural hu-
man animal. It was proved on trial
that he never struck these unfortu-
nates, who developed into veritable
wild beaste, unable to talk, with no
notions of decency.
They howled, snarled and tore their
food like animals. Since the trial
the count has distributed his protegee
to board in different families. He
will educate and provide for them the
rest of their lives.
es.
EAR! OT P,LAM P.r)ECT V.1..1MNEYS
PTHE
MADE ONLY By IN THE woRLDapitco: PITTSBURGH.PA.
t 'dr Pa Gallon.
SEND Of DEMI TO
Kraver de Harris,





The following brands kept: Devises County andE. W. Vioranam's Peerless; HIll tk Winstead's bilk
Velvet; Robertson County Corn Whisky; AndersoeWhisky; Whits corn Whisky; Rich GrainSour Saida 1: Won County Whisky and TennesseeWhiskies,.

















• Virginia Street, Between lith and 90, Hopkinsville, Ey.
We will duplicate any monumental work put up in Christian county by any fairer,dealer and dierount their price from le to *LS per cent
Wm. H. TURNLEY. ED. TURNLET.





We never speculate directly or indirectly in tobacco. Careful attention to lbe Interred ofour Customers and beat pricee obtained. Ad vaoes niade OD Tobacco in Store. All Tobseemat owner's expense unless otherwise Instructed la writing
NAT G A IT Il ER, M onager. JAMES-WEST, Salesman
PLANTERS WAREHOUSE
The Nat Gaither Co., Proprietors.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - - KENTUCKY.
jar Four months free storage to planters.
HERNDON & MAJOR,





Solicits the patronage of planters and dealers everywhere. Liberal cashadvances made on tobacco in store, or Bills of Lading in transit. All tobac-co insured while in store unless written instructions not to insure. Markall tobacco to GRANGE WAREHOUSE.
\, •
ELECTRICITY/Jo TH' VITAL FORCE
I.. ncTHE OW
133E:11\TELY rOTS MCO3NTer, r.).
This Is • New and ifaster!y Medical Trodee, and indi•pensiabia to every voutso,ztat .LLS.#01Etis and DUG MAN a h. ie so tering from Weakness, Languor. Loss of MermorY.Deproestoe of Spirite, lAver Complaint, I./Ow:toes of the Kidney., and all dissmse depeatest apseAersidatt, Racemes, Fogy, Vice, le:nom:tee, Nervous Debility, Vaal KaliamOMn, sell
THE ERRORS oFYOUTHANDMANHOOD.
Poi.mel in leather, full gilt. Price, only one dollar, by mail, sosisd is plata wrapper, postpaid,CONFIDENTIAL Address better 1.0 Noes, D., No. Hi °Murrain's Avenue, or P. 0 BoaXele, lidston. Maas. Prefatury Lecture with numerous teaussonials from high souroes, free to all.This is tbe only ELECT RO-MEDI CO SHYSIOLOCV ever publtaked, and *absolutely complfasand perfects It is Invaluable to ail &diluted, as It reacher the very roots acid vitals of dimes.
:EXPERT HOME TREATMENT ALDOSITIVE •rm. will Diem., of Men. by the distinguished sethor,
stricteet cm:Mem...in p.rwon or by Istter vat his Eleetro.
THE ELIXIR OF LIFE AND THE TRUE 1 '-SINCE OF MANHOOD. may be coedited in ‘i• C.URE.
IIKNIIT 111: 261.111', IC It., who has DISCOVERED
Medico libermary , No.Mil Cultaut bite Ge ,Ltootott. blue.
'4 HEARD A IfOICEs IT SAID. "COINS AND Sac.' “




Sonia' Attention Paid to Sampling and Selling Tobacco
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENT.
T. it. HANCOCK, salesman, W. J. Ely, Book-Keeper.
Fulton Avenue Brewery, 81/4
EVANSVILLE, Ira,
LAO AND EXPORT BEER.
Made from Pure Malt and Hops. Warranted Strictly Pure
DICK MORRIS, Ag't, Hopkinsville, Kv
Kept in Quantities on Ice and Can be Furnish-
ed on Short Notice.
South :-: Kentucky :-: College
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
c C3C31 fc:sir liEScstim ES4e2ICCHIS•
Spring Term "Begins Tuesday, January 21, 1889.4
First-class advantages offered ill English, Science, An-
cient Languages, French, German, Music, Art, Telegraphy,
Short-hand, Book-keeping, Type-writing and Normal
Course.
Entire expenses of young ladies boarding at the college-
irregular college classes-need not exceed $90 per term of
five months; for young men boarding with Prof. Kuyker..-
dall more than $67.50 to $72.50. The business course-it
eluding Book-keeping, Telegraphy, Short-hand and Typ6
writing. is under the direction of excellent teachers and the
most reasonable terms will be. extended-much less than at
regular Commercial Colleges.
All practical educational wants call be met at South
Kentucky College For Catalogues, Circulars and Informa-
tion, Address,
JAMES E. SCOBEY, President.
or A. C. KUYKENDALL, Vice-President.
• • • • 
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